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Abstract 
 
The short-term (1 to 48 hours) predictability of wind power production from wind 
power plants in a power system is critical to the value of wind power. Advanced wind 
power prediction tools, based on numerical weather prediction models and designed 
for power system operators, are being developed and continuously improved. One 
objective of the EU-supported WILMAR (Wind power Integration in Liberalised 
electricity MARkets) project is to simulate the stochastic optimization of the operation 
of the Nordic and German power systems, in order to estimate the value of potential 
improvements of wind power prediction tools. For power system simulations 
including wind power, a model must be developed to simulate realistic wind speed 
predictions with adjustable accuracy, in which the correlations between wind speed 
prediction error at the spatially distributed wind power plants is accurate. The 
simulated wind speed predictions are then converted to aggregate wind power 
predictions for regions within the Nordic and German power systems. A Wind Speed 
Forecast Error Simulation Model, based on a multi-variate ARMA(1,1) time-series 
model, has been developed in Matlab. The accuracy of the model in representing 
real wind speed predictions in Denmark has been assessed, and various errors 
resulting from practical limitations of input data have been quantified. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In order to meet its Kyoto Protocol greenhouse gas reduction targets, provide energy 
security, and promote economic development, the European Union actively supports 
the expanded use of renewable energy. In 1997, the European Commission set a 
goal to double the share of total inland energy consumption in the EU15 from 
renewable energy sources from 6% to 12%, by 2010 [1]. In order to meet this goal, 
the EU Parliament adopted the “Renewables Directive” in 2001, which set a target 
for the contribution of renewable energy sources to total electricity consumption of 
21.6% [2]. Wind energy is expected to contribute significantly to this target. By the 
end of 2004, 2% of the EU15’s electricity was produced by wind turbines [3]; this 
figure may reach 6% by the end of 2010.  
 
Wind turbines must be placed in Europe’s windiest regions in order to be 
commercially viable, and already in some regions wind is an important part of the 
electricity supply. Regions which produce over 20% of their electricity from the wind 
include: La Rioja, Spain (39%), Navarra, Spain (38%), Schleswig-Holstein, Germany 
(33%), Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany (29%), Sachsen-Anhalt, Germany 
(27%), Aragón, Spain (26%), Castilla La Mancha, Spain (24%), Galicia, Spain 
(23%), Jutland/Funen, Denmark (22%), and Brandenburg, Germany (20%)1 [4, 5, 6, 
7]. Since the amount of electricity produced from wind in Europe may triple in the 
next six years, more regions with such high concentrations of wind power will 
emerge. Though manageable for power systems, this results in greater power 
system operation costs because: 
 

1. When new wind power plants are connected to the electricity grid, some 
transmission line improvements are necessary, especially if the wind power 
plants are large and the electrical grid is weak. Transmission line investments 
are generally greater in regions with large amounts of installed wind power, in 
order to avoid grid stability problems. 

2. When the uncertainty of wind-produced electricity becomes greater than the 
uncertainly of the demand, conventional power plant scheduling techniques 
are no longer sufficient to maintain the same level of power system reliability. 
Utilities must instead compensate for the varying output of the wind power 
plants by varying the output of their conventional power plants, which results 
in greater fuel and operational costs. 

3. There is a clear trend towards the integration and deregulation of electricity 
markets in Europe, which demands that part of the heat and electricity 
production is traded daily on power pools. Such power pools require 
producers to state how much electricity they will provide up to 36 hours in 

                                            
1 These figures represent the ratio of electricity produced by wind turbines within a region to the total 
electricity consumed in that region in 2004. During periods of very high wind power production, wind 
power may be exported from the region and consumed in another, so the true figures may be slightly 
less than those stated here. Hourly time-series of aggregate wind power production and total 
electricity consumption in each region would be required to calculated the true figures. 
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advance. This market structure induces an extra cost for wind power 
producers due to wind power’s greater unpredictability at these time horizons.  

 
Power system operators, power producers, and energy authorities must know the 
probable future costs of various power plant types and the technical problems 
associated with them in order to make informed investment and regulation decisions. 
These costs depend on many factors, including local availability of fuels, the types 
and capacities of existing power plants, transmission line capacities, and market 
structures. Evaluating wind energy’s costs is not trivial, since like all power plants, 
wind power plants influence the cost of the operation of the power system, especially 
if large amounts of wind power are installed.   
  
 
1.1 The WILMAR Project 
 
The WILMAR (Wind power Integration in Liberalised Electricity Markets) research 
project [14] is funded by the European Commission under the Fifth Framework 
Programme within the Energy, Environment, and Sustainable Development (EESD) 
Thematic Programme (Contract No. ENK5-CT-2002-00663). This project aims to 
quantify the costs associated with integrating large amounts of wind power into 
European power systems, develop a planning tool suitable for the analysis of wind 
power integration, and make recommendations on heat and power market structures 
to enable greater exploitation of wind power. The planning tool will be able to 
simulate the hour-by-hour operation of power systems that exist today and these 
power systems with large amounts of wind power, as they will exist in the near 
future. 
 
Power plants in any power system must vary their electricity production due to 
variations in the load, as well as planned and unplanned outages. For power 
systems with dispatchable thermal power plants, this is not complicated since daily 
load patterns are fairly predictable. The dispatch order of the power plants is 
determined based on the variable costs of each power plant – the cheapest power 
plants are used first and as more electricity is demanded, increasingly expensive 
power plants are turned on. There is some uncertainty in the load and in the variable 
costs of each power plant, resulting in statistical disributions for the load and 
operational costs. Stochastic optimization [8] is a technique used by utilities to 
schedule power plants with the goal of minimizing the total variable costs (operation 
and maintenance) of the power plants. In this technique, a distribution of the total 
variable costs is calculated based on the previously mentioned statistical 
distributions. Power plants are then scheduled considering the probability of each 
total variable cost being realized in order to minimize the total variable costs in the 
long term. For power systems with significant amounts of hydro and wind power, the 
uncertainly in the power production is greater because hydro and wind power plants 
depend on the continuously varying weather [9]. The probability that hydro and wind 
power plants will not be able to produce electricity at a given time in the future is 
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greater than the probability that the thermal power plants will not be able to, and so 
the technique of stochastic optimization is more important for such power systems. 
 
Stochastic optimization is also used to run computer simulations of power systems 
for planning purposes. Utilities make decisions on when and where to build new 
power plants and transmission lines and decommission others based on the results 
of such simulations. They can also estimate the change in the cost of operating the 
power system based on such changes. One goal of the WILMAR project is to 
quantify the additional costs that wind power imposes on the operation of European 
power systems if wind energy is used to meet the EU’s stated goals of increasing the 
contribution of renewable energy to the power supply and meeting Kyoto Protocol 
emissions targets. Recommendations can then be made on how to reduce these 
costs as much as possible, such as investment in new thermal power plants, 
investment in new transmission lines, and improvement of wind power forecasting 
systems.  
 
 
1.2 Thesis Objective - Wind Speed Forecast Error Module 
 
Wind power forecasting is one technique that is used to aid the integration of wind 
power into existing power systems. A variety of forecasting systems have been 
developed by research groups and private companies [10]. These forecasting 
systems aim to predict how much wind power will be produced in the short-term 
future (typically up to 48 hours) from a single wind farm or from a region that 
includes many wind farms. However, due to the unpredictability of the wind speed 
and therefore, the wind power, no forecast is perfectly accurate and results in some 
error. An example of typical wind power forecasts is shown in Figure 1. The darker 
line represents measured power produced by a small wind farm in western Denmark 
during a period of 48 hours. The lighter lines represent wind power forecasts for that 
wind farm. A new forecast is available every 6 hours, which means that at any given 
time a forecast of 6 hours length or less is available. These very short-term forecasts 
(the first 6 hours of each forecast) are represented in the figure by bold lighter lines, 
and are used primarily for thermal power plant scheduling. 
 
The uncertainty of wind power forecasts must be included in the WILMAR planning 
tool, and so a model is needed that can simulate the wind power production. This 
model must simulate wind power production because the planning tool should be 
able to simulate power systems of the future: after they have integrated a greater 
amount of wind power than exists today. WILMAR’s Wind Power Production 
Scenario Tree Creation Model, being developed at the University of Stuttgart [11], is 
to be this model that simulates wind power production, and is shown schematically in 
Figure 2.   
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Figure 1. Example of wind power forecasts. In this case, hourly forecasts up 
to 48 hours ahead, updated every six hours.  

 

 
Figure 2. Data flow in the Wind Power Production Scenario Tree Creation Model for 
the WILMAR project. The purpose of this thesis is to create the Wind Speed 
Forecast Error Module outlined in the  bold black box.  
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The Wind Power Production Scenario Tree Creation Model will create the statistical 
distributions of wind power scenarios required for the simulation of the power 
system. The model uses three input databases to calculate the characteristics of the 
forecast errors: wind speed forecasts, wind speed measurements, and wind power 
measurements. Available wind power measurements are converted into wind speed 
measurements using the Power-to-Speed Module. Only wind speed forecast errors 
are then used to find the parameters of the statistical model that will simulate wind 
speed forecast errors. Wind speed forecast errors were chosen because wind 
speeds are simpler to work with for several reasons:  
 

1. Wind speed forecasts should be easier to obtain since wind speeds have 
been measured for many more years and in many more locations than wind 
power.  

2. Wind power forecast errors would need to be normalized since each wind 
farm has a different capacity – which can be difficult to define since wind 
farms, even at full power output, usually produce less than their rated 
capacity. Also this capacity varies due to unavailability and aging of wind 
turbines. Wind speed forecast errors, however, are in m/s.  

3. Wind power produced is a function of the cube of the wind speed. This non-
linearity of the power curve makes it more difficult to simulate correlated time-
series of wind power than of wind speed, since correlations between wind 
power forecasts errors are much more dependent on the wind speed than the 
correlations between wind speed forecast errors. 

4. The final step of a wind power prediction system is to convert predicted wind 
speeds into wind power using a power curve. All wind power measurements, 
however, do not lie on the power curve since they must be average over a 
finite time period. Therefore wind power forecast errors will show a greater 
variance than wind speed forecast errors, making it difficult to identify what 
the errors depend on.  

 
The primary objective of this thesis project is to create the Wind Speed Forecast 
Error Module, highlighted in the bold black box in Figure 2, and to identify and 
quantify possible sources of error associated with wind speed forecast error 
simulation. The Wind Speed Forecast Error Module outputs the parameters of the 
statistical model used to simulate wind speed forecast errors. These parameters are 
then used to produce wind speed forecast error scenarios, aggregate wind power 
forecast error scenarios for regions, and aggregate wind power production 
scenarios. 
 
The specific objectives of this thesis project are summarized as follows:   

1. Extend the multi-variate 1st-order Auto-Regressive Moving-Average 
(ARMA(1,1)) time-series model originally developed by Söder [13] in Matlab 
to function with real wind speed measurements and forecasts. 

2. Verify that the assumptions made by the ARMA(1,1) time-series model are 
valid and that the model produces accurate wind speed forecast errors and 
correlations. 
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3. Make recommendations for the use of ARMA(1,1) parameters based on 
different situations. 

4. Quantify the variation of wind speed forecast errors with the choice of 
numerical weather prediction model used. 

5. Quantify the variation of wind speed forecast errors with the choice of wind 
power prediction system. 

6. Quantify the variation of wind speed forecast errors with the length of the time 
period for which wind speed measurements and forecasts are available. 

7. Quantify the resulting error when wind speed forecast errors are obtained by 
converting from wind power to wind speed using a power curve. 

8. Identify topics for further research in wind speed forecast error simulation. 
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2. Previous Research on Wind Speed and Wind Power Forecast 
Error Simulation 
 
Söder [12] applied an 1st-order Auto-Regressive time-series model with an 
increasing noise to approximate the behavior of wind speed forecast errors. Söder 
[13] later developed this method to simulate wind speed forecast errors using a 
multi-variate ARMA(1,1) time-series model to be applied to the simulation of the 
stochastic optimization operation of power systems. The idea was to develop a 
simple and practical model that produced realistic wind speed forecast errors for 
power system simulation. The model makes two important assumptions. First, that 
the variance of wind speed forecast errors does not depend on the level of wind 
speed. Second, that the correlation between forecast errors at different sites does 
not depend on the forecast length. In reality, neither assumption is true, but the 
assumptions greatly simplify the model and do not result in significant simulation 
errors compared to the other errors present. The total number of parameters 
required using this method is n = 2x + x2, where x is the number of data sets used. 
The accuracy of this method for simulating wind speed forecast errors is the primary 
focus of this thesis. 
 
In western Denmark, where wind turbines now produce about 22% of the electricity 
supply [7], the transmission system operator Eltra uses their SIVAEL (SImulering af 
VArme og EL) power system simulation model, originally developed in 1990, to 
optimize the scheduling of power plants. Since 2002 SIVAEL has included stochastic 
simulations wind power forecast errors based on measurements of wind power 
forecast errors in 2000 [14]. The statistical model that produces these simulations 
was developed by Nielsen and Madsen [15] and is based on a 1st order multi-variate 
Moving-Average time-series model – MA(1). They found that an Moving-Average 
model results in about the same simulation accuracy as the more complex Auto-
Regressive (AR) and Auto-Regressive Moving-Average (ARMA) models, but in 
another paper [16], recommend the use of an ARMA model. Their MA model is used 
to find natural splines, each with six coefficients, that best fit the wind power forecast 
errors, one spline for each day of 2000. This spline database was then used to 
create natural splines that represent simulated wind power forecast errors. The 
authors note that the variance of the wind power forecast errors is dependent on the 
level of wind power. In order to account for this, each wind power forecast error is 
first standardized by multiplying it by a unique proportionality factor, so that the 
variance of the standardized wind power forecast errors is equal to one. The 
proportionality factors are a measure of the variance, which is estimated by 
smoothing the squared errors with respect to time. The simulation is then carried out 
using these standardized wind power forecast errors, after which the forecast errors 
are returned to their original values by multiplying them by the inverse of the 
proportionality factors. This simulation method is mathematically complex, resulting 
in the use of 2352 parameters in total to represent the statistical characteristics of 
the wind power forecast errors. 
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3. Short-term Wind Power Prediction Models 
 
Power plant owners and power system 
operators use wind power prediction 
systems to predict how much wind power 
will be produced in the short term 
(usually up to 48 hours ahead). These 
systems have been under development 
for 20 years, and vary in complexity, 
depending on the demands of the utility 
responsible for the region. Wind power 
prediction models can be classified 
(Figure 3) according to the input data 
they require. The two main types are 
time-series models and NWP-based 
(Numerical Weather Prediction) models.  

 
Figure 3. Types of models used for short-
term wind power prediction. 

 
Time-Series models use only online wind speed or wind power measurements and 
time-series analysis methods to predict wind power production up to a few hours 
ahead. NWP-based models outperform time series models for forecasts longer than 
4 to 6 hours, and can be physical or statistical in nature. Statistical models attempt to 
calculate the wind power production directly (ignoring physical considerations) using 
the NWP output and past measurements of both NWP output and wind power 
production. Statistical NWP-based models generally outperform physical models but 
the difference between the two becomes insignificant at longer forecast lengths and 
statistical models require more input data. Physical NWP-based models estimate the 
local wind speed for a wind farm using only the output of a NWP model and then 
convert it to local wind power production. Some past measurements of NWP output 
and wind power  are required, however, to calculate the Model Output Statistics 
(MOS) parameters used to reduce systematic errors. Most wind power prediction 
models use a combination of all three types to make the most accurate wind power 
forecasts possible.  
 
As an example of typical results, Figure 4 shows the Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of wind power forecasts at Hagesholm, a 
wind farm in Denmark with a capacity of 12 MW. The forecasts were created using 
the simplest time-series model (Persistence - dashed lines) and a simple NWP-
based physical model (Prediktor - solid lines). These models are described in further 
detail in Sections 3.1 and 4.2.1, respectively. More advanced time-series models 
and the inclusion of statistical models can usually deliver better results, but the 
errors shown here are still typical for state-of-the-art wind power prediction systems.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of time series methods and physical methods for wind 
power prediction. 

 
 
3.1 Time Series Models 
 
Time-Series models are the simplest and therefore least expensive type of wind 
power forecasting model. They require only the most recent (a few hours) wind 
speed or wind power measurements from the wind farm or from a few representative 
wind farms in the region for which the wind power production is to be forecast. The 
simplest time-series model is the Persistence model, in which the future wind power 
production is always predicted to remain the same as it is now. Persistence is the 
model that all other wind power prediction models must improve upon in order to 
justify the extra effort they require. More advanced time-series models require more 
input data (past wind speed or wind power measurements) and computing power 
and can reduce the persistence RMSE by 10% to 30% for short forecast lengths 
[10]. These models use time-series analysis techniques such as recursive least-
squares algorithms, auto-regressive models, or artificial neural networks to find 
trends in the wind speed measurements and then extrapolate these trends a few 
hours into the future. Many types of time-series models have been investigated, and 
there is no single best one, since different models result in varying degrees of error 
for different locations due to differences in weather conditions and terrain. Time-
Series models are the most accurate type up to 4 to 6 hours ahead, which is 
sufficient for some applications. This forecast length is the most critical for power 
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systems with many thermal power plants, which are not able to vary their production 
rapidly.   
3.2 Physical Models 
 
The steps that physical NWP-based 
models use to create wind power 
forecasts are shown in Figure 5. The first 
step for such models is to obtain the 
output of NWP models, which use 
information about the current state of the 
atmosphere and attempt to predict the 
future state of the atmosphere based on 
known physical laws. These physical 
laws describe how the state variables 
such as temperature, pressure, humidity, 
and wind speed will change from their 
values at the present time. The 
relationships between the state variables 
are described by a set of non-linear 
partial differential equations, which 
cannot be solved analytically. Numerical 
Weather Prediction models are used to 
numerically solve this system of equations at every point in a 3-dimensional grid that 
fills a part or all of the Earth’s atmosphere. NWP models have been under 
development for decades and are used primarily for weather forecasting, which has 
many applications. The accuracy of NWP models is limited due to imperfect 
measurement of the initial state variables and the chaotic nature of the weather. 
NWP models are traditionally run on super-computers operated by national weather 
agencies that have sufficiently large budgets, but due to advances in parallel 
processing, small private companies are now providing NWP-based weather 
forecasts as well.  

 
Figure 5. Steps to create a wind power 
forecast using  a NWP-based physical 
model. 

 
In the next step, Local Refinement, the wind speeds and directions output by the 
NWP model are translated to the wind speed and direction at the location of the wind 
farm whose power production is to be forecast, at the hub height of the wind 
turbines. The simplest method involves using the wind speed and direction at the 
nearest NWP model grid point nearest to the wind farm, at the vertical level that 
results in lowest forecast errors. The wind speed and direction can also be 
interpolated from the four NWP model grid points that circumscribe the wind farm. To 
reduce systematic errors, the orography, roughness, and presence of obstacles 
(trees, buildings, etc.) should be taken into account, which can be as simple as a 
potential air flow model modified by surface roughness such as that used by Risø 
National Laboratory’s WAsP software, or as complex as a numerical mesoscale 
atmospheric model such as MM5 or a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model.  
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The next step in physical modelling is Model Output Statistics (MOS), which is used 
to reduce systematic errors as much as possible. Systematic errors can be 
significant and are impossible to avoid. They can be caused by incorrect roughness 
parameters, the assumption of atmospheric thermal stability, ignoring the effects of 
complex terrain, or too low resolution of the NWP model. Fortunately, the causes of 
systematic errors do not even have to be known to use MOS and are not usually 
understood anyway. The mathematical form that gives the best error improvement 
changes with time and is therefore not known, but a simple linear model is able to 
achieve most of the improvement possible. The parameters can change over time, 
most notably with the seasons, aging of the wind turbines, and through changes to 
the NWP model itself. Therefore, the most accurate prediction systems use on-line 
measurements and forgetting algorithms to continuously recalculate the parameters. 
MOS can be applied before the conversion of wind speed to wind power, after the 
conversion, or both.  
 
The next step in a physical model involves translating the wind speed forecast into a 
wind power forecast. This can be done using the power curve for the wind turbines 
provided by the manufacturer, or by using the actual power curve obtained with past 
wind speed and wind power measurements. Since wind turbines’ wakes reduce the 
wind farm’s total power production depending the wind direction, measured power 
curves for each directional sector should be used. Since this method relies on 
measurements that may not be available and that also change over time, a wake 
model may be used to estimate the drop in power production may be used instead.  
 
 
3.3 Statistical Models 
 
Statistical models use measured wind power output of a wind farm or region and the 
corresponding Numerical Weather Predictions to find statistical parameters that 
describe the relationship between the two. These parameters may change over time 
due to changing weather conditions, aging of the wind turbines, and changes in 
nearby vegetation, and so the parameters are typically updated by weighting the 
data with forgetting algorithms. The clear advantage of statistical models over 
physical models is that all physical considerations are considered implicitly. This 
means that the complicating effects of orography, roughness, and wind turbine 
wakes are automatically considered. The clear disadvantage is reduced accuracy at 
longer forecast horizons and that past wind power measurements and NWP model 
results are needed to find the statistical parameters, and that these parameters need 
to be updated for accurate forecasts. The prediction system used to create forecasts 
for this thesis, Prediktor, does not use statistical models, and so these methods will 
not be discussed in further detail here.  
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4. Models Used in this Thesis Project 
 
4.1 Numerical Weather Prediction Models 
 
Numerical weather prediction models are computer simulations of the Earth’s 
atmoshpere used to make weather forecasts. The most advanced are run on 
dedicated supercomputers at national weather centers. They use as much 
information as possbile on the state of the atmosphere at a given point in time to 
predict the future state of the atmosphere using physical laws. NWPs are gradually 
improving over time as the behavior of the atmosphere is better understood and the 
speed of computers increases. The main limitation of NWPs to accurately predict the 
state of the atmosphere at very short forecast lengths (less than about 4 hours) is 
the difficulty in integrating sufficient measurements into the model, while the main 
limitation at long forecast lengths (more than a few days) is the choatic nature of the 
weather. Wind power prediction systems use only a few of the variables output by 
NWPs, including wind speed, wind direction, pressure, and thermal stability. 
 
4.1.1 DMI HIgh-Resolution Limited-Area Model (HIRLAM) 
 
Denmark’s Meteorological Institute’s (DMI) High Resolution Limited Area Model 
(HIRLAM) numerical weather prediction model consists of two sub-grids, HIRLAM-
T15 and HIRLAM-S05, each containing 40 vertical layers. HIRLAM-T15 receives 
initial conditions from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’s 
(ECMWF) global atmospheric model at six-hour intervals, and uses a grid with 40 
vertical levels, a horizontal resolution of 16 km, and a time step of 240 s. HIRLAM-
T15 provides initial conditions to the sub-grid HIRLAM-S05, whose grid also contains 
the same 40 vertical levels, a horizontal resolution of 5.5 km, and a time step of 30 s. 
HIRLAM-SO5 provides predictions of the atmospheric variables at these grid points 
each hour up to 48 hours ahead, and the forecasts are updated every 6 hours. 
 
4.1.2 DWD LM (Lokal-Modell) 
 
Deutscher Wetterdienst’s (DWD) Lokal-Modell (LM) is a single sub-grid that receives 
initial conditions from a global model with a horizontal grid resolution of 60 km (also 
run by DWD). The LM grid covers a large part of central Europe and has a horizontal 
resolution of 7 km in several vertical levels up to a height of 22 km above the Earth’s 
surface. LM provides predictions hourly up to 48 hours ahead, and the forecasts are 
updated every 12 hours.  
 
 
4.2 Wind Power Prediction Models 
 
4.2.1 Prediktor 
 
For this thesis project, wind speed forecasts were created using a combination of the 
simplest time-series model (Persistence) and Prediktor, a simple NWP-based 
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physical model developed at Risø National Laboratory, shown schematically in 
Figure 6. By producing wind speed forecasts “in-house”, the effect of changing 
various input data, such as the NWP model or wind speed measurements converted 
from wind power, can be investigated. Similar methods to those described here are 
used by other commercial wind power prediction systems. 

 
Figure 6. Prediktor is a simple NWP-based physical method that uses the previously 
developed WAsP and PARK software applications to convert from raw NWP output to wind 
power predictions.  

 
Originally developed by Landberg [17] in 1990, Prediktor uses the output of a NWP 
model. For this thesis, both DMI’s HIRLAM and DWD’s LM numerical weather 
prediction models are used. For the Local Refinement of the NWP output to the wind 
farm location, Prediktor simply uses the wind speed and direction at the NWP grid 
point nearest to the wind farm. Risø National Laboratory’s WAsP (Wind Atlas 
Analysis and Application Program) software application [18] is then used to account 
for the effects of the terrain, roughness, and obstacles. For inputs, WAsP requires 
the orography of the area surrounding the wind farm, values for the roughness class 
divided into 12 polar sectors, and the size and location of any nearby obstacles. 
WAsP uses a simple potential air flow model in its calculation of surface wind 
speeds, and the logarithmic wind speed profile, modified by non-neutral thermal 
atmospheric stability, to calculate the wind speed at the hub height of the wind 
turbines. If wind speed forecasts are desired, a Model Output Statistics (MOS) 
routine based on the functional form va = vm a + b is then used, where va is the 
actual wind speed, vm is the wind speed forecasted by the model, and a and b are 
the parameters found by a least squares regression though previously measured 
data. If wind power forecasts are desired instead, Prediktor converts the wind 
speeds forecasted into wind power using the wind farm’s power curve, calculated 
using past wind speed and wind power measurements if available, or obtained from 
the wind turbine manufacturer if not available. Risø National Laboratory’s PARK 
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software application then uses a simple wake model to account for the wind farm’s 
wake loses. The same linear MOS functional form used for wind speed is also used 
for wind power.  
 
It should be noted that Prediktor’s forecasts used here are actually hindcasts, since 
they were created years after real wind speed data was recorded, with the entire 
data set available. The result is that the forecast error distribution will look slightly 
different than it does when using operational prediction systems. One difference is 
that operational prediction systems must use some weighting function to combine 
the time-series, statistical, and physical parts of their forecasts, since each part is 
best at predicting wind speeds at different forecast lengths. The forecasts used here 
however, are constructed by simply choosing the prediction from the model that 
produces the least mean error (for the entire data sets) at each forecast length for 
each data set. The result is that the wind power (or wind speed) forecast error 
distribution such as that shown in Figure 4 is "more round" at the short forecast 
lengths where the predictions change from being produced by the time-series model 
to being produced by the NWP-based model. Another difference is that the MOS 
parameters used by Prediktor are static since they use the entire data set, while 
operational forecasting systems usually use recursive MOS parameters. Whether 
this results in greater or lower systematic errors depends on which mathematical 
form is used for the MOS routine, and by how much the MOS parameters vary 
throughout the data set. Figure 11 shows that these differences have minor results, 
as wind speed forecast errors have a similar magnitude and structure for different 
forecasting systems. 
 
The idea behind using Prediktor with two completely independent NWP models (they 
even start with different global NWP models) is to see whether the choice of NWP 
has a large effect on the magnitude or structure of the wind speed forecast errors. 
Giebel and Boone [19] found that mean absolute wind power forecast errors 
calculated with Prediktor were nearly the same for six locations in Denmark whether 
HIRLAM or LM was used as the NWP model, although LM produced slightly better 
results. 
 
4.2.2 Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT) 
 
Wind power prediction systems used by wind power producers and power system 
operators demand the highest possible accuracy at all time horizons, so they use a 
combination of both statistical and physical models. Most prediction systems are 
also able to provide some information about what the accuracy of the forecasts 
actually is, by creating ensembles of forecasts with different NWP input values. 
 
In Denmark, the Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT) developed by the Institute of 
Informatics and Mathematical Modelling (IMM) of the Technical University of 
Denmark (DTU) is used to forecast wind power production. It has been used 
operationally since 1994 in western Denmark and since 1999 in eastern Denmark. 
The purpose of WPPT is not to forecast wind power output for single wind farms, but 
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for larger regions, since the utilities are interested in the total wind power production 
in their service area in order to schedule conventional power plants.  
 
WPPT uses online wind power measurements from selected wind farms and an 
adaptive recursive least-squares time-series model with exponential forgetting to 
predict wind power at short time horizons. For longer time horizons up to 48 ahead, 
a physical model based on DMI’s HIRLAM numerical weather prediction model is 
used. For intermediate forecast lengths (2 to 8 hours), the results of the time-series 
model and the HIRLAM output are averaged together using a weighting function, so 
that the time-series model becomes less significant for longer forecast lengths. 
These results are input into adaptive statistical methods (adaptive = continuously 
updating parameters) that convert them into wind power output. Therefore WPPT 
uses all three types of prediction systems and is expected to produce more accurate 
results. 
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5. Time-Series Models  
 
5.1 Uni-Variate ARMA(1,1) Method 
 
This short introduction to ARMA time-series is explained in greater detail in [20]. 
Wind speed forecast errors are simply a sequence of observations, each one 
recorded at a specific instant of time - they are an example of a time-series. By 
categorizing the type of time-series wind speed forecast errors are, it can be 
determined which is the most appropriate type of time-series model to use. A 
discrete time series is one in which the observations are recorded at discrete points 
in time with a constant time interval between the points. If the characteristics of a 
time-series can be described by constant parameters, the time series is parametric. 
In this thesis, wind speed forecast error time-series are considered both discrete and 
parametric. A time-series is uni-variate if it is composed of observations of a single 
variable, and it is multi-variate if it is composed of more than one variable. Since the 
goal here is to simulate wind speed forecast errors at multiple sites at the same time, 
the time-series used must be multi-variate.   
 
A common model that can be used to create discrete, parametric, multi-variate time 
series is the Auto-Regressive Moving-Average (ARMA) model. The ARMA model is 
an ideal model, which means for a certain time series, there is one and only one set 
of parameters that describe the time series. It is also linear, so it requires much less 
computation to find these parameters than non-linear models require. It is also good 
for modelling Gaussian-distributed, stationary variables, but the ARMA time-series 
does not assume either of these things. It does assume, however, that the time-
series is invertible. An invertible time-series is one in which the present observations 
are decreasingly dependent on past observations as one moves further back in time. 
This is intuitively true for wind speed forecast errors, since they are dependent on 
the ability to predict the wind speed, which is part of the chaotic weather system. 
Wind speed forecast error time series can be verified as invertible if the 
autocorrelation of the time series decreases with increasing time difference. 
 
Söder [13] developed a method based on a 1st-order Auto-Regressive Moving-
Average (ARMA) time-series to simulate wind speeds for the simulation of stochastic 
optimization of the operation planning of a power system.  
 
The ARMA (1,1) time-series is defined as below in (1): 
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where X(t) is the wind speed forecast error at time t, α and β are constant 
parameters, and Z(t) is a random Gaussian variable with mean equal to zero and 
standard deviation σZ at time t. A unique set of the three parameters α, β, σZ 
describes an ARMA(1,1) time-series. The Auto-Regressive parameter α determines 
to which degree the previous value in the time-series influences the current value. 
The Moving-Average parameter β determines to what degree the random Gaussian 
variable of the previous parameter in the time-series influences the current value.  
 
To illustrate how the ARMA(1,1) model can simulate wind speed forecast errors, let 
us choose values for the parameters α, β, and σZ, and then create some ARMA(1,1) 
time series. Realistic parameters fround in [21] for eastern Denmark were α = 
1.0073, β = 0.0327, and σZ = 0.1372. Four possible ARMA(1,1) time-series for these 
parameters are shown in Figure 7.    

 
Figure 7. Four possible ARMA(1,1) wind speed forecast error time series using 
the parameters α = 1.0073, β = 0.0327, and σZ = 0.1372. 

 
The Root mean Squared Errors (RMSE) at each forecast length should have the 
same standard deviation as values of the time-series at each forecast length. This 
standard deviation can be found analytically by first solving for the variance of the 
time series, according to (2).   
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The standard deviation of the forecast errors is then simply (3). Since for any data 
set, the standard deviation is equal to the RMSE, we can verify that the ARMA(1,1) 
time-series produces forecast errors according to the analytical standard deviation in 
(4) by creating many time series and averaging the RMSE values.  
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Error values from many simulations must be averaged in order to get representative 
values for the RMSE. Since each simulate is calculated very fast with a modern 
personal computer, 3000 simulations are used here. 
  
Now that the method’s validity (at least for this theoretical forecast error distribution) 
has been demonstrated, the next step is to identify the ARMA(1,1) parameters for a 
real wind speed forecast error data set. The root mean squared error (RMSE) and 
mean absolute error (MAE) and for wind speed forecasts created by he WPPT 
prediction system at Klim, a 21MW-capacity wind farm in western Denmark, are 
shown in Figure 8. 
 
The correct ARMA(1,1) parameters are here chosen as those that minimize the 
difference between the real RMSE from measurements and the simulated RMSE 
from the ARMA model. Mathematically, this means that Q in (5), which is a function 
of all three ARMA(1,1) parameters, must be minimized. 
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RMSEmeasured(X(t)) is the measured RMSE for the t-hour forecasts, RMSEARMA(X(t)) 
is the simulated RMSE produced by the ARMA(1,1) time-series for the t-hour 
forecasts, and T is the number forecast lengths. If it is desired that certain forecast 
lengths are simulated more accurately than other forecast lengths, the weighting 
variable γt can be set to different values for different forecasts lengths. For example, 
if it is considered that the 1-hour and 2-hour forecast errors are much more important 
to simulate accurately than all the other forecast lengths, γ1 = 8, γ2 = 4, γ3...48 = 1 may 
be appropriate choices. Here, all values of γ have been set equal to 1 (γ1...48 = 1). The 
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minimization of Q is an unconstrained non-linear optimization problem and can be 
solved quickly with the Nelder-Meade simplex algorithm [22, 23]. This algorithm 
yields the values of α = 0.986, β = -0.683, and σZ = 1.026 for this location. The mean 

forecast errors of 3000 simulations using these parameters are shown in Figure 8. 
The mean difference between the actual and simulated mean forecast errors in this 
case is 2.3% for RMSE and 4.4% for MAE. In (5), RMSE can be replaced with MAE, 
in order to calculated the ARMA(1,1) parameters that best match the actual MAE 
forecast errors. This may be more appropriate for wind speed and wind power 
forecast error simulation, because the MAE is the error critical to the operation of the 
power system, not the RMSE. 

 
Figure 8. Wind speed forecast errors (RMSE and MAE) at the Klim wind farm 
including mean MAE and RMSE errors from 5000 simulations. 

  
Different start values for α , β, and σZ in the minimization routine can result in 
different results for these parameters due to local minimums. To avoid local 
minimums, the start values should be close the expected resultant values, in this 
case: α = 1, β = -1, and σZ = 1. In this thesis only ARMA parameters that result in 
global minimums are reported. 
 
It should be noted here that the wind speed forecast errors shown in Figure 8 are the 
mean forecast errors for the entire time period, which includes all types of weather 
situations that occur at that wind farm. The ARMA(1,1) parameters that are found 
from these mean wind speed forecast errors will of course simulate mean wind 
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speed forecast errors, and as 
we can see in the figure, the 
wind speed forecast errors 
are simulated quite 
accurately. However, these 
simulated wind speed 
forecast errors are only 
useful in estimating the 
additional cost of power 
system operation caused by 
wind power in the region 
under average weather 
conditions. But extreme 
weather conditions, such as 
storms, are of particular 
interest because they can 
result in extreme costs for 
the operation of the power 
system, because an 
unpredicted loss of all the 
wind power in a small region 
will result in greater regulation costs than that estimated if the mean forecast errors 
are used. For this reason, if it is desired to analyzed special situations, appropriate 
ARMA(1,1) parameters must be calculated that correspond only to those special 
situations. 

 
Figure 9. One possible wind speed forecast error 
scenario tree at Klim created by an ARMA(1,1) time 
series model. A new branch is created every 6 hours. 

 
Knowing that the ARMA(1,1) model produces realistic wind speed forecast errors, 
we can proceed to produce 
realistic wind speed 
simulations for this data set. 
In Denmark, wind speed 
forecasts are updated every 6 
hours, and the new forecast 
will of course not be the same 
as the old forecast. Since the 
WILMAR planning model 
must be capable of simulating 
the operation of the power 
system, it must take into 
account the statistical 
distribution of the possible 
outcomes of the wind speed 
forecast error. With new 48-
hour long forecasts available 
every 6 hours, this means 
that after 48 hours (when the 

 
Figure 10. One possible wind speed scenario tree at Klim 
created by an ARMA(1,1) time series model. 
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original forecast ends), there will be 2(48/6 - 1) = 128 possible outcomes. These so-
called “wind speed forecast error scenarios” form a scenario tree, an example of 
which is shown in Figure 9 for the Klim data set. The scenarios will have a certain 
statistical distribution, which should be Gaussian and have a mean of zero. The 
frequency distribution for the forecast errors at the 48th hour for 10 scenario trees in 
the inset in the figure verifies this.  
 
The wind speed forecast error scenarios are added to wind speed measurements to 
create wind speed forecast scenarios, shown in Figure 10 for the same data set. 
These scenarios are used by other modules in the WILMAR planning model to 
create a statistical set of realistic wind power scenarios for the various regions, see 
[11].  
 
Figure 8 indicates that the calculated ARMA(1,1) parameters simulate the magnitude 
of the wind speed forecast errors very well. But a keen eye will note that the wind 
speed scenarios produced here using these parameters are not realistic. Real wind 
speed forecast errors do not vary rapidly between positive and negative values from 
hour to hour as shown in Figure 9, but instead tend to under-predict or over-predict 
the actual wind speed for several hours at a time, as shown in Figure 7. Unrealistic 
wind speed forecast errors similar to those simulated here will result if either α or β is 
negative (but not if both are negative). This topic is discussed further in Section 11.1.  
 
5.2 Multivariate ARMA(1,1) Time Series Method 
 
To create wind speed forecast errors that are representative of those throughout the 
power system, forecast error scenario trees must be created at geographic locations 
throughout the power system. However, this should not be done for each location 
separately based on the ARMA(1,1) time-series model described above because in 
reality, wind speed forecast errors at different locations are correlated with each 
other. This means that if the wind speed is under-forecast at one wind farm, there is 
a good chance that it will also be under-forecast at nearby wind farms. Therefore, 
the simulated wind speed forecast errors must also be correlated. If the simulated 
wind speed forecast errors were not correlated for many wind farms in a region, the 
aggregate simulated wind power error for the whole region would be near zero, since 
wind speeds would be over-predicted in some locations and under-predicted in other 
locations, and these deviations would be uncorrelated. So another formulation of the 
ARMA(1,1) time-series model is required. 
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A multi-variate ARMA(1,1) time-series model can be used to simulate correlated 
forecast errors at multiple locations. This model is created by adding a correlated 
random variable to each time-series, formulated for two locations as 
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where Z1 and Z2 are correlated random Gaussian variables given by (6), 
Za(t) and Zb(t) are independent random Gaussian variables with standard deviations 
σZa and σZb , both  equal to 1. These standard deviations are related by the 2 by 2 c-
matrix. The parameters that must be solved for are α1, α2, β1, β2, c11, c12, c21, c22. It is 
easier to visualize these parameters when the 2-dimensional ARMA(1,1) model is 
written in matrix form, as in (8):  
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The model can be extended to include any number of locations, and the parameter 
matrices that describe the time series will always be α, β, c. The correct α and β 
matrices are found as before using (5). The correct c-matrix is the one that 
minimizes the difference in the correlations in the forecast errors at the different 
locations and the correlations of the simulated forecast errors at the different 
locations, formulated mathematically as Wind speed forecast errors are simulated in 
the same way as for the uni-variate ARMA(1,1). 
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The multi-variate ARMA(1,1) model assumes that the correlation between forecasts 
errors does not depend on the forecast length. In reality, this is not true - the 
correlations are observed to increase with increasing forecast length. To use the 
ARMA(1,1) model described here, a forecast length that is considered the most 
critical for the simulation must be chosen. The correlation at that forecast lengths is 
then assumed to be the same for all forecast lengths. For the simulation of the 
stochastic optimization operation of the power system, this forecast length should be 
chosen to be 6 hours - the start-up time for large thermal power plants. Correlations 
between wind speed forecast errors are discussed further in Sections 8 and 9.1.      
 
6. Data 

 
Wind speed and wind power forecasts were available mostly for Danish wind farms, 
but also for a few wind farms outside of Denmark. In order to determine multi-variate 
ARMA(1,1) parameters, wind speed forecasts must be available at several locations 
within a reigon for a sufficient time period. Therefore, not all of the data sets available 
could be used to find multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters, but could still be used to 
answer other interesting questions. 
 
 
6.1 DMI Prediktor and DWD Prediktor Data Sets 

 

 
Table 1. Wind farms in Denmark for which wind speed forecasts were made using Prediktor. 
Risø is not a wind farm, but the location of a wind speed measurement mast. 
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There were six wind farms, all in Denmark, for which sufficient simultaneous wind 
speed measurements were available. The name of the wind farm, location, turbine 
type, hub height, turbine capacity, and wind farm capacity are shown in Table 1. 
Prediktor was used to create wind speed forecasts at each of these locations, using 
both the DMI and DWD numerical weather prediction models. For the DMI data sets, 
each forecast consisted of hourly predictions up to 48 hours ahead updated every 6 
hours. For the DWD data sets, each forecast consisted of hourly predictions up to 48 
hours ahead updated every 12 hours. For only Klim and Risø were wind speed 
measurements were available. For the other wind farms, the wind power 
measurements were converted to wind speed using the wind turbine manufacturer's 
power curve.  
 
For each wind farm, the forecasts cover different periods of time depending on the 
availability of wind speed measurements and NWP data. Table 2 shows the time 
periods covered by each data set. Most of the data sets cover a time period of 10 - 
11 months, mostly in 2003. A notable exception is Klim using the DMI NWP, which 

covers almost 5 years. Because Klim is such an extensive data set, it was used for 
several analyses in this project. 

 
Table 2. Dates for which wind speed forecasts created by Prediktor were 
available. 

  
6.2 Wind Power Prediction Tool Data Set 
  
Wind power measurements and forecasts for 23 wind farms in western Denmark 
(Jutland and Funen) were obtained from the Danish utility Elsam, created by the 
Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT) wind power prediction system. For all locations, 
the forecasts covered the time period from 2003-09-01 to 2004-07-31. The forecasts 
consisted of hourly predictions up to 48 hours ahead, updated every 6 hours. Both 
the measurements and forecasts were converted from wind power to wind speed 
using a Vestas V44 power curve.  
 
The power curve of a wind turbine is a function of wind speed, not wind power, so 
when wind power is converted to wind speed, values less than the cut-in wind speed 
(4 m/s) and over the rated wind speed cannot be represented, since there are 
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multiple value of the wind speed that result in the same value of wind power. For 
values over the rated wind speed, this is a rather small problem since the actual 
wind speed is rarely greater than the rated wind speed. For low wind speed 
locations, however, the wind speed can often be less than the cut-in wind speed. 
Since both the measurements and predictions were converted from wind power, 
values of wind power corresponding to values of wind speed less than the cut-in 
wind speed were discarded. Otherwise for many data sets, too many forecast errors 
are uncertain. The name, location, hub height, and capacity of each wind farm, as 
well as the percent of data missing or discarded is shown in Table 3. Four wind 
farms are now missing over 60% of their data, while the rest of the wind farms are 
missing 30% or less. A multi-variate ARMA simulation requires that simultaneous 
data is available at all locations, so even if only 10% - 20% of the data is missing for 
each wind farm, the ARMA parameters will be inaccurate if many data sets are 
included. In order to find accurate ARMA parameters, it was necessary to restrict the 
wind farms included to those highlighted in yellow the table.  
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Table 3. Wind farms in western Denmark for which wind speed forecasts were made using 
WPPT. The type and number of wind turbines at each wind farm was not known. Due to 
missing data, only the wind farms highlighted in yellow were included the determination 
of ARMA parameters. 
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7. Results 
 
7.1 Measures of Wind Speed Forecast Error  
 
The mean value of five types of wind speed forecast errors were calculated at 
forecast lengths from 0 to 48 hours for each wind farm. These types are the Mean 
Error, Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Persistence 
Mean Absolute Error, and Persistence Root Mean Squared Error. The first three 
types are defined by (10), (11), and (12). Persistence MAE and RMSE are simply the 
MAE and RMSE errors that would be recorded if all future predictions for wind speed 
were set equal to the currently measured wind speed. Persistence in itself is a 
prediction system - the simplest possible – that all other prediction systems must 
improve upon.  
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Wind speeds are sometimes under-predicted and sometimes over-predicted. If wind 
speed forecasts are not biased, the mean error will be zero. Model Output Statistics 
is used to remove most of the bias of wind speed forecasts. Mean Absolute Error is 
the most important measure of error and is simply the mean of the absolute values 
of the errors. The RMSE is considered the best un-biased estimate of the error since 
it is equal to one standard deviation if the errors are assumed to have a Gaussian 
distribution. The Persistence Mean Absolute Error and Persistence Root Mean 
Squared Error are simply MAE and RMSE errors of persistence forecasts. 
 
 
7.2 Aggregate Wind Speed Forecast Errors 
 
For the 3 data sets available, DMI Prediktor, DWD Prediktor, and WPPT, aggregate 
mean wind speed forecast errors were calculated by simply averaging the mean 
errors at each of the locations together. This reveals the structure of the wind speed 
forecast errors and the quality of the forecasting model as a whole, and is shown in 
Figure 11. One interesting characteristic is that the plots become smoother when 
more data is used. The DWD Prediktor data set contains the least amount of data 
(forecasts at 0000 hours and 1200 hours for 6 locations for ten months), and is 
therefore the least smooth. The DMI Prediktor data set contains forecasts at 0000, 
0600, 1200, and 1800 hours for the same 6 locations for the same ten month period, 
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and is noticeably smoother. The WPPT data set contains forecasts at 0000, 0600, 
1200, and 1800 hours for 23 locations for 11 months, and is the smoothest. 
 
The basic structure of wind speed forecast errors is very similar for each of the data 
sets. For the Prediktor data sets, there is only a slight difference depending on which 
numerical weather prediction model is used, with the DWD NWP producing slightly 
lower forecast errors. The WPPT wind speed forecasts are noticeably more accurate 
than the Prediktor forecasts. This may be due to the very low bias for this data set, 
which is close to zero. But there are other differences between the data sets that 
may account for the difference. First, the WPPT data set covers a different period of 
time, for which the wind speeds may have been easier to predict. Second, the WPPT 
data set covers a different set of locations, which may also be easier to predict. This 
is unlikely though, because most of the locations in all three data sets are spread 
throughout Denmark, where wind conditions vary little. Third, the wind speed 
measurements and wind speed forecasts for the WPPT data sets were all converted 
to wind speed from wind power, which is shown in Section 7.5 to under-estimate 
both the mean absolute error and root mean squared error by about 10% for all 
forecast lengths. However, WPPT is a more advanced prediction system, so it 
should be expected to produce lower wind speed forecast errors.  
 
By comparing the magnitudes of the mean absolute errors of the wind speed 
forecast errors produced by Prediktor when using the DMI NWP and when using the 
DWD NWP, we can see what effect the choice of NWP model has. Averaging over 
all of the forecast lengths, we find that Prediktor with the DWD NWP produces mean 
absolute errors that are 3.4% lower than those produced by Prediktor using the DMI 
NWP, which shows that choice of numerical weather prediction model does not 
influence the results much. By comparing the difference between Prediktor using 
DMI’s NWP and the WPPT data set, which also uses DMI’s NWP, we can see how 
much forecast errors are improved by using an advanced prediction system (WPPT) 
versus a simple prediction system (Prediktor). Assuming that the wind speed 
forecast errors for different sets of locations in Denmark and for different periods of 
time is not significant, we find that the mean absolute errors are on average 21.8% 
lower using the advanced prediction system, which is a significant difference. 
 
 
7.3 Variation of Wind Speed Forecast Errors 
 
It has been noted by Nielsen and Madsen [15] that the variation of wind power 
forecast errors is not constant, but depends on the level of wind power, and to a 
lesser extent, on the time of year and the time of day. The same may be true for 
wind speed forecast errors. Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 show the variation in 
the wind speed forecast errors for each of the three data sets. Note that the 
Prediktor data sets here exclude those locations for which only wind power forecasts 
were available, while the WPPT data set includes only wind speed forecast 
converted from wind power forecasts. Since the variation of wind speed forecast 
errors may also depend on the forecast length, all four plots in each figure represent 
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different forecast lengths with different shades of blue. The plot in the upper-left 
corner of each figure is a probability distribution of the forecast errors at all of the 
locations in the data set. The other three plots show the dependence of the standard 
deviation of the forecast errors on the level of wind speed, the time of day, and the 
time of year. 
 
The DMI Prediktor data set clearly shows that the standard deviation of the wind 
speed forecast errors does not depend on the time of day, while the DWD Prediktor 
data set seems to indicate a slightly greater standard deviation in the middle of the 
day. However, it should be noted here that the locations included in these data sets 
(Fjaldene, Klim, and Risø) are not near the sea and therefore are not expected to 
experience the land-sea breezes that result in diurnal variations. The WPPT data 
sets shows with greater confidence that the standard deviation of wind speed 
forecast errors is greater than normal from 09.00 to 17.00. Perhaps this is because 
more wind farms located close to the sea in Jutland are included. Another caveat 
here is that wind speed forecast errors from the entire year are included here, and 
diurnal variations are typical during the summer months only when the sea is warm.   
 
All three data sets seem to indicate that the standard deviation of the forecast errors 
does not depend on the time of the year, but since only one year of data was 
available for each data set, this cannot be concluded with confidence. However, all 
three data sets clearly show that the standard deviation of the wind speed forecast 
errors does depend on the level of wind speed, and that the dependence is roughly 
linear. For the DMI and DWD-based Prediktor data sets, the standard deviation 
increases roughly 0.1 m/s for each 1 m/s increase in the wind speed. The WPPT 
data set also indicates a relationship, but it should not be measured quantitatively 
since the standard deviations are clearly erroneous as a result of being converted 
from wind power to wind speed.  
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Figure 11. Aggregate mean wind speed forecast errors for each of the three data sets. 
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Figure 12. Aggregate mean standard deviations of wind speed forecast errors at three 
locations (Fjaldene, Klim, Risø) of the DMI Prediktor data set. 

 
 
 
. 
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Figure 13. Aggregate mean standard deviations of wind speed forecast errors at three 
locations (Fjaldene, Klim, Risø)  the DWD Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 14. Aggregate mean standard deviations of wind speed forecast errors for the WPPT  
data set. Note that wind speeds under 4 m/s were not included because the wind speed 
forecast errors were obtained by converting from wind power forecasts. 
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7.4 Variation of Wind Speed Forecast Errors with Length of Data Set 
 
Since the wind speed varies throughout the months and years, so does its 
predictability. Therefore the magnitude of the wind speed forecast errors vary 
depending on which period of time the forecast are available for, so the longest 
possible period of time should always be used. The objective here is to find the 
sensitivity of wind speed forecast errors to the length of the time period that 
measurements and forecasts are available for, so that a recommendation can be 
made for the minimum time period that should be used. Wind speed measurements 
and forecasts were available during a long period (4 years) for only for the Klim wind 
farm using the DMI-based Prediktor prediction system. The four years of forecasts 
were divided into sections of varying length of time. First, they were divided into 3 
sets of 16 months each, and the MAE and RMSE were calculated. The mean 
difference between the MAE and RMSE of the 16 month long sets and the entire 4 
years data sets was then calculated, referred to as the "subset error" here. Then the 
4 years of forecasts were divided into 4 sets of 12 months each, then 6 sets of 8 
months each, then 8 sets of 6 months each, then 12 sets of 4 months each, then 16 
sets of 3 months each, 24 sets of 2 months each, and finally even 48 sets of 1 month 
each. Although it is intuitively clear that using only 1 or 2 months of data will result in 
large errors, it may be interesting to know just how large those errors are. The 
results are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. 
 
Already when using a 16-month time period, the values of the wind speed forecast 
MAE and RMSE differ considerably from the 4-year set. The variation in the forecast 
errors becomes greater as the time period is reduced, and the difference between 
some sets and the 4-year set appears unacceptably large when using a 6-month set. 
The variation in wind speed forecast MAE and RMSE becomes very large at even 
shorter time periods. The means of the subset errors (the means of the subset 
errors) are shown at the bottom of each plot.  
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Figure 15. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE) for different length 
subsets of four years of forecasts at the Klim wind farm.  
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Figure 16. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE) for different length 
subsets of four years of forecasts at the Klim wind farm. 
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The distributions of the subset errors are shown in Figure 17. The subset length is 
shown on the x-axis (in months), while the subset error is shown on the y-axis (in 
percent), for both MAE and RMSE. Each circle represents a subset. The solid lines 
represent the mean subset errors, and the dashed lines represent the 50% quantiles 
of these errors. The variation in the subset errors becomes very large for subsets of 
less than 6 months in length, indicating that 6 months is the minimum length of time 
that should be used for wind speed forecast error simulation. For subsets of greater 
length, the mean subset error doesn’t improve much, while the upper 50% quantile 
doesn’t change at all. The plots indicate that there is always a 25% chance that the 
MAE and RMSE of a given set of wind speed forecast data will differ from the actual 
(climatological) MAE and RMSE by more than about 12%, if the wind speed 
forecasts are for at least an 8-month period of time. It is also useful to note that 
obtaining wind speed forecasts for a longer period of time does not appear reduce 
the subset error. The caveat with this analysis is of course that it has only been done 
for wind speed forecasts at a single location in Denmark using a single forecasting 
model using 4 years of data, and therefore may not be statistically representative of 
wind speed forecast errors in general. 
 

 

Figure 17. Errors in MAE and RMSE wind speed forecast error distributions depend of the 
period of time that forecast errors are used.  

7.5 Using Wind Power Measurements to Calculate Wind Speed Forecast 
Errors 

 
In general, wind power measurements and forecasts are more readily available than 
wind speed measurements and forecasts, and so it is convenient to simply convert 
from wind power to wind speed using a wind turbine power curve scaled to the 
capacity of the wind farm. This has been done for many wind power forecast for this 
thesis project. The assumption is that converting from wind power to wind speed 
instead of using real wind speed data does not result in significantly different wind 
speed forecasts. To quantify this difference, wind speed forecast errors converted 
from wind power and real wind speed forecast errors were analyzed for two wind 
farms in Denmark: Fjaldene and Klim. The period of time for which both valid wind 
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power and wind speed measurements were available was 2001-10-02 to 2003-09-
09. The periods of time for which both valid wind power and wind speed forecasts 
were available was shorter, from 2002-06-20 to 2003-09-09. In both cases, 5-
minutes averaged wind speed and wind power data was used. 
 
If only wind power measurements are available, they must be converted to wind 
speed “measurements” using the manufacturer’s power curve for the wind turbines 
of the wind farm, scaled to the capacity of the wind farm, which results in some error. 
Even if the actual wind farm power curve is calculated with wind speed and wind 
power measurements, there will still be some error when converting from wind power 
to wind speed using this power curve [24]. This is due to the fact that wind speed 
varies with time, and so the hourly-averaged value of the wind power will not lie 
exactly on the value predicted by the power curve. This is true even if 5 minute-
averages data is used. There is in fact a statistical distribution of wind power for 
every wind speed. The objective here is to calculate the mean difference between 
the wind speed measurements obtained by converting from wind power and the 
actual wind speed measurements. The error in wind speed MAE and RMSE 
resulting from using wind speed measurements converted from wind power will then 
be quantified. 
 
In Figure 18 and Figure 19, there are three plots each. The upper plot shows three 
time series; from darkest to lightest they are: the measured wind speed, the wind 
speed converted from wind power using the manufacturer’s power curve, and the 
wind speed converted from wind power using the measured power curve. For both 
wind farms it is clear that using the measured power curve is more accurate than 
using the manufacturer’s power curve, but there is still some error. The plot in the 
lower-left corner shows the hourly-averaged measured wind speed and wind power 
for the entire data set, along with the manufacturers’ and measured power curves. 
The plot in the lower-right corner shows the wind speed mean absolute and root 
mean squared errors obtained by using real wind speed measurements and those 
obtained by using wind speeds converted from wind power measurements. In both 
cases using wind speeds converted from wind power for the measurements 
underestimates the wind speed forecast errors at all forecast lengths. This is 
probably results from the fact that wind speeds under the cut-in speeds of the wind 
turbines (around 4 m/s) or those over the rated wind speed cannot be known from 
only wind power measurements. The error for the mean absolute errors is very close 
to 10% for all forecast lengths. This means that a good rule of thumb when using 
wind speed forecasts obtained by converting from wind power may be to simply 
multiply all of the forecast errors by 1.1. 
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Figure 18. Error in MAE and RMSE wind speed forecast error distributions when 
using wind speed measurements converted from wind power from the Fjaldene 
wind farm. 
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Figure 19. Error in MAE and RMSE wind speed forecast error distributions when 
using wind speed measurements converted from wind power from the Klim wind 
farm. 
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8. Wind Speed Forecast Error Simulations using the Multi-Variate 
ARMA(1,1) Model 
 
The actual and simulated wind speed forecast errors and actual and simulated 
correlations between the forecast errors for the DMI Prediktor and DWD Prediktor 
data sets are shown in Figure 20 through Figure 27. The actual and simulated wind 
speed forecast errors for the WPPT data set are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. 
Plot of the correlations between the wind speed forecast errors for the WPPT data 
set have been omitted due to their excessive number (45). The simulated MAE and 
RMSE shown in all these figures are the mean values from 3000 simulations. The 
values of α, β, and σ calculated with the multi-variate method described in Section 
5.2 corresponding to each location are shown the lower-left corner of each plot. The 
MAE and RMSE simulation errors (mean difference between the actual and 
simulated forecast errors, in percent) are shown in the lower-right corner of each 
plot. The multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters are shown in Figure 23, Figure 27, 
and Figure 31, for the DMI Prediktor, DWD Prediktor, and WPPT data sets, 
respectively. 
 
The magnitude of the wind speed forecast errors is similar for the Prediktor data set, 
and lower for the WPPT data set. Within the data sets, there is a considerable 
difference between the magnitude of the forecast errors at different locations, as 
previously noted in [25]. An especially important forecast error to note is the MAE of 
the first forecast length for which NWP-based forecasts are used. For both the DMI 
and DWD Prediktor data sets, this error ranges from 1.0 m/s to 1.5 m/s, and for the 
WPPT data set it ranges from 0.75 m/s to 1.0 m/s.  
 
The simulation error varies depending on the data set and location, but is quite low 
in all cases. For the DMI Prediktor data set, the simulation error ranges from 3.1% to 
4.4% for MAE and from 2.5% to 3.8% for RMSE. For the DWD Prediktor data set, 
the simulation error ranges from 3.5% to 6.8% for MAE and from 3.2% to 5.0% for 
RMSE. For the WPPT data set, the simulation error ranges from 2.3% to 8.0% for 
MAE and from 2.5% to 5.3% for RMSE. The actual wind speed forecast errors for 
the DWD data set are noticeably rougher than for DMI Prediktor data set, due to the 
fact that less data is used. However, the ARMA(1,1) parameters for the data sets are 
nearly the same. This indicates that the ARMA(1,1) time-series model is robust since 
it is able to compensate for the lack of data. 
 
The simulated correlations between wind speed forecast errors (Figure 21, Figure 
22, and Figure 23 for the DMI Prediktor data set and Figure 25, Figure 26, and 
Figure 27 for the DWD Prediktor data set) assume that the correlation does not 
depend on the forecast length, while the actual correlations (in the same figures) 
show that this is not true. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors increase 
for increasing forecast lengths because unpredictable weather conditions become 
more similar (not as dependent on local effects). In order to use the multi-variate 
ARMA(1,1) model then, a forecast length which is considered the most critical for the 
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power system simulation must be chosen. Here it has been chosen to be 6 hours, 
and the simulated correlations are accurate at that forecast length. 
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Figure 20. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE, actual and simulated) for 
each of the six locations in the DMI Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 21. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DMI 
Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 22. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DMI 
Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 23. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DMI 
Prediktor data set, and Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) parameters. 
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Figure 24. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE, actual and simulated) for 
each of the six locations in the DWD Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 25. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DWD 
Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 26. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DWD 
Prediktor data set. 
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Figure 27. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors at the six locations in the DWD 
Prediktor data set, and Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) parameters. 

 
This section is not yet complete. WPPT forecast errors must be inserted. 
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Figure 28. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE, actual and simulated) for six 
of the ten locations in the WPPT data set. 
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Figure 29. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE, actual and simulated) for 
four of the ten locations in the WPPT data set, and Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) parameters. 
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9. Recommendations for ARMA(1,1) Parameters 
 
9.1 Recommendations for Uni-Variate ARMA(1,1) Parameters 
 
If wind speed measurements and forecasts are available at a given location, the 
ARMA(1,1) parameters (for wind speed forecast error simulation) for that location 
can be found using the method described in section 5.1. If only wind power 
measurements and forecasts are available, they can be converted to wind speed 
using a power curve model, but this will under-predict the average values of the 
mean absolute error and root mean squared error by about 10%, as described in 
section 7.5. Correcting for this by multiplying the average error values by 1.1 at all 
forecast lengths is recommended. 
 
However, in many cases, only a single wind speed measurement may be available 
for a given location where no forecasts are available, and this can even be used to 
estimate the aggregate wind power production for an entire region. In this case, the 
ARMA(1,1) parameters cannot be calculated directly but an estimate of their value is 
still desirable. It is assumed here that the magnitude of forecast errors, and therefore 
the values of the ARMA(1,1) parameters, depends primarily on three variables: the 

 
Figure 30. Wind speed forecast error distributions (MAE and RMSE, actual and simulated) 
for four important situations involving simple and complex terrain, and simple and 
advanced prediction systems.  
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sophistication of the wind speed prediction system used, the complexity of the terrain 
at the given location, and the level of the mean wind speed at the given location. The 
mean absolute error and root mean squared error using both simple and advanced 
wind speed prediction systems at locations surrounded by both simple and complex 
terrain are shown in Figure 30. The results of ARMA(1,1) simulations and the correct 
ARMA(1,1) parameters are also shown. The “simple prediction system” used is Risø 
National Laboratory’s Prediktor using DMI’s numerical weather prediction model, and 
the “advanced prediction system” is the Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT), which 
is also based on the same DMI numerical weather prediction model. The “simple 
terrain location” is the Klim wind farm in Denmark for WPPT and a combination of 
wind speed forecast errors at Klim, Fjaldene, and Risø (all in Denmark) for Prediktor. 
The reason for using a different set of locations is that as much data as is available 
must be used in order to get conclusive results. The magnitude of wind speed 
forecast errors varies little between these three sites. The “complex terrain location” 
is Alaiz in Spain for both prediction systems.  
 
Figure 30 clearly shows that the advanced prediction system results in lower 
forecasting errors for locations in both simple and complex terrain. As expected, the 
forecasting errors using both prediction systems for locations in complex terrain are 
greater than for locations in simple terrain. For each of the data sets, the wind speed 
forecast errors were sorted by measured wind speed to find the relationship between 
wind speed and ARMA(1,1) parameters. The data sets where then divided into 
subsets of approximately two months according to the level of wind speed, so the 
first subset would contain forecasts for only the lowest wind speeds and the last 
subset would contain forecasts for only the highest wind speeds. The root mean 
squared error distribution for each subset was used to find the ARMA(1,1) 
parameters for each subset. The results are shown in Figure 31. The purpose of this 
figure is to give an estimate of probable ARMA(1,1) parameters if only the mean 
wind speed and the complexity of the terrain are known for a given location. The 
user must decide whether the parameters corresponding to a simple or an advanced 
prediction system should be used. Each solid circle (simple prediction system) or 
diamond (advanced prediction system) represents a two-month subset. Longer data 
sets were available at the simple terrain locations, so more subsets were available to 
calculate ARMA(1,1) parameters and therefore the results are more conclusive. A 
careful eye will note that there are no diamonds at less than 4 m/s and a clustering 
of a few diamonds at just over 4 m/s. This is the result of converting wind power 
forecast errors (the only available) to wind speed using a Vestas wind turbine power 
curve, and multiplying the average root mean squared error by the factor 1.1 at all 
forecast lengths to correct for the under-estimation previously found to occur. An 
obvious and unfortunate result of converting from wind power to wind speed here is 
the wider spread in the data and therefore less conclusive results. 
 
For simple terrain, it is clear that the relationship between mean wind speed and the 
parameters α and β is weak. It is also apparent that α and β do not depend much 
whether a simple or advanced prediction system is used. This is an excellent result 
because it means that α = 0.98 and  β = -0.7 will be correct for many situations. The 
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parameter σ is what makes the difference, and fortunately there is a clear linear 
dependence of σ on the mean wind speed. As expected, σ is greater for the simple 
prediction system. This makes sense because a greater σ induces a greater 
variation in the ARMA(1,1) time-series. The user can choose a value for σ based on 
the mean wind speed at the given location and a judgment of how sophisticated the 
prediction system whose behavior is being simulated should be. Typical values for σ 
will lie between 0.75 and 1.5.    
 
The results for the complex terrain location are less conclusive since only one year 
of data at a single location was available, and the forecasts were converted from 
wind power to wind speed. Nevertheless, the same three plots as for the simple 
terrain case are shown in Figure 31 and recommendations for likely ARMA(1,1) 
parameters are given as follows: For α and β, the difference in using a simple or 
advanced prediction system is not apparent, but clearly α will be a lower positive 
value and β will be a lower negative value than for simple terrain. Recommended 
values are α = 0.8 and β = -0.1. As for simple terrain, the relationship between σ and 
mean wind speed is greater than for α or β. The wide gap between the simple and 
advanced prediction systems for the parameter σ indicates that wind speed forecast 
errors for locations in complex terrain are greatly reduced using the advanced 
prediction system. The simple prediction system used here, Prediktor, uses a linear 
flow model that is based on the assumption of simple terrain to estimate speed-up 
over hills and slow-down in valleys [26]. Therefore the statistical methods used by 
the advanced prediction system WPPT are more accurate in complex terrain. The 
appropriate values for σ depend on the assumptions made by the prediction system 
whose behavior is to be simulated. 
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Figure 31. Dependence of the uni-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters α, β, σ on mean wind speed at 
the location for which wind speed forecast errors are to be simulated. The dashed lines are for 
the simple prediction system Prediktor, and the solid line is for the advanced prediction system 
WPPT. Both simple and complex terrain cases are presented.   
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9.2 Recommendations for Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) Parameters 
 
When the wind speed forecast errors at multiple locations are to be simulated for 
which is it expected that the forecast errors are correlated, the multi-variate 
ARMA(1,1) model can be used. In addition to the parameters α and β, which are 
now diagonal matrices, an n by n c-matrix must be found. In order to make 
recommendations for the values in the c-matrix, the nature of correlations between 
wind speed forecast errors must first be described. 
 
It has been observed by Focken, et. al. [27] and Söder [13] that the correlation 
between wind speed forecast errors at different locations is dependent on both the 
distance the locations are from each other and the forecast length. The correlations 
exponentially decrease with distance and linearly increase with forecast length. The 
behavior of the correlations with distance is intuitive: if wind speeds are over-
predicted at one location, there is a good chance they will also be over-predicted at 
nearby locations, since similar weather conditions are present for both locations. The 
correlation decreases with distance because the weather conditions become 
increasingly distinct. At some distance, the correlation between forecast errors 
becomes negligible, and would not impact the results of wind speed forecast error 
simulations if ignored.   
 
The correlations between wind power forecast errors recorded between 1996 and 
1999 for 30 wind farms in Germany located at distances from each other up to 600 
km, is shown in Figure 32. The authors note a rapid decrease in the correlations for 
short forecasts of 6 and 12 hours’ lengths within 150 km of distance while the 
correlations for longer length forecasts decreases more slowly. The authors also 

 
Figure 32. Correlations between wind power forecast errors 
recorded between 1996 and 1999 for 30 wind farms in Germany. The 
correlations have been averaged over 25 km bins. [27]  
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suggest that for a given distance, the correlation increases with forecast length 
because the systematic errors present in the prediction system increase, which 
results in greater spatial correlations. This means that the correlations between 
forecast errors are greater simply because the forecasts are less accurate, which is 
an important result because it implies that wind speed forecast error correlations will 
vary depending on the sophistication of the prediction system and should decrease 
over time as prediction systems improve.  
 
To verify these results, the correlations between wind speed forecast errors recorded 
during 11 months in 2003 and 2004 for 23 wind farms in western Denmark located at 
distances from each other up to 300 km is shown in Figure 33. Each line in the upper 
plot represents the wind speed forecast error correlations for a range of forecast 
lengths, where the darkest line is the shortest forecast lengths (0 to 5 hours) and the 
lightest line is the longest forecast lengths (42 to 47 hours). The correlations have 
also been averaged over bins of 25 km. By definition, correlations at zero distance 
must be equal to one. The correlations found here are somewhat lower than those 
shown in Figure 32, especially for the longer forecast lengths. This may be due to 
the improvement in forecast accuracy from the period 1996 – 1999 to the period 
2003 – 2004, but it should also be noted that different prediction systems are being 
used and wind power forecast error correlations are shown in Figure 32 whereas 
wind speed forecast error (converted from wind power) correlations are shown in 
Figure 33. Figure 33 indicates that the correlation between wind speed forecast 
errors (including all forecast lengths) becomes less than 0.1 at distances greater 
than 200 km, although there is considerable spread in the data. Figure 32 suggests 
that this is true only for short forecast lengths and that correlations may not be 
reduced to 0.1 until a distance of about 300 km. This result is significant because it 
means there will be very little correlation between forecast errors at wind farms 
located in different regions if the regions are greater than 200 to 300 km across. 
 
The lower plot gives another view of the correlations between forecast errors without 
using averages that conceal variations. Each small circle represents a certain set of 
lengths of forecast errors for a single pair of wind farms. The darkest circles are 
shorter forecast lengths (0 to 5 hours) and the lightest circles are the longest 
forecast lengths (42 to 47 hours). The variation in the correlations is so great that it is 
even difficult to see the trend that longer forecast errors for longer forecast lengths 
are greater. A least squares fit of the correlations for each set of forecast lengths has 
been made according to the exponential function in (13), where r is the cross-
correlation, d is the distance between the wind farms, and λ is the shape parameter. 
The values of λ for various forecast lengths are shown in Table 4.

λ/der −=  (13) 
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Figure 33. Correlations between wind speed forecast errors recorded in 2003 for 23 wind 
farms in western Denmark. In the upper plot, the correlations have been averaged over 25 km 
bins, while in the lower plot, each correlation is shown. Darker shades refer to shorter 
forecast lengths. 
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Forecast length =  0  to 5 hours:  λ = 62 km 
Forecast length =  6  to 11 hours:  λ = 68 km 
Forecast length = 12 to 17 hours:  λ = 75 km 
Forecast length = 18 to 23 hours:  λ = 79 km 
Forecast length = 24 to 29 hours:  λ = 79 km 
Forecast length = 30 to 35 hours:  λ = 92 km 
Forecast length = 36 to 41 hours:  λ = 111 km 
Forecast length = 42 to 47 hours:  λ = 113 km 
All forecast lengths:    λ = 81 km 
 
Table 4. Values of the shape parameter λ of Equation 15 for 
different forecast lengths.  

 
If time-series of wind speed forecast errors are know for the locations, the 
correlations between the forecast errors should simply be measured and the multi-
variate ARMA(1,1) parameters found using the process described in Section 5.2, 
since the lower plot of Figure 33 show that there can be considerable variation in the 
correlations at different locations.  
 
If only wind speed measurements at the different locations are known, all of the 
multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters can still be estimated using the results found 
here. First, the uni-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters for each location must be 
calculated as described in Section 5.1. Then the correlations between the wind 
speed forecast errors is estimated by using (13), according to the appropriate value 
for λ from Table 4, depending on which forecast length is considered most critical for 
the power system simulation. Now all of the required data is available to proceed 
with calculating the multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters as described in Section 5.2. 
 
 
9.3 Improvement of Wind Speed Forecasts Over Time 
 
Wind power prediction systems are being constantly improved. In this study it was 
not possible to quantify the rate at which wind speed forecast errors are being 
reduced because wind speed forecast errors were not available over a long enough 
period of time at different locations. In order to verify their numerical weather 
prediction model, DMI measures the “hit rate” of their model, defined as the percent 
of 24-hour wind speed predictions less than 2 m/s at a height of 10m at several 
weather stations in Denmark (shown in Figure 34) [28]. Over a period of 3½ years 
this hit rate has gradually improved.  
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Figure 34. Improvement in the “hit rate”, defined as the percent of 24-
hour wind speed predictions less than 2 m/s, over time for DMI HIRLAM. 
[28]   

Wind speed forecast errors should be reduced further as prediction systems 
improve. This of course means that the parameters of any time-series model used to 
simulate wind speed forecast errors will change over time. It is difficult to make a 
recommendation of what ARMA(1,1) parameters should be used for simulating wind 
speed forecast errors in 2020, for example, because it is not known how much the 
prediction systems will improve by then. Weather is inherently chaotic and therefore 
can never be perfectly predicted. Since much of the possible improvements in 
prediction systems have already been made, we can expect the shape of the wind 
speed forecast error distribution to remain the same while the magnitude of the 
forecast errors will be slightly less than they are now for an advanced prediction 
system. Perhaps values of α = 0.95, β = -0.6, σ = 0.5, and λ = 50 (to obtain the 
cross-correlations between forecast errors at different locations) are a good guess.
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10. Conclusions 
 
10.1 Applications of Simulated Wind Speed Forecast Errors 
 
For this thesis project, a wind speed forecast error simulation model based on a 
multi-variate ARMA(1,1) time-series model was developed in Matlab. The model 
consists of several Matlab routines that read in wind speed measurements and 
predictions at several locations, select the part of the data that is available for all of 
the locations during the same period of time, calculate the ARMA(1,1) parameters, 
plot the actual and simulated wind speed forecast errors, and save the results to a 
data file. The simulated wind speed forecast errors are intended to be used to create 
simulated wind power scenarios with realistic statistical distributions as input to a 
power system simulation model based on stochastic optimization of the power 
system operation for the EU-supported WILMAR project. The ARMA(1,1) time-series 
model is intented to simulate realistic wind speed forecast errors using few 
parameters that can be easily modified.  
 
Another application of wind speed forecast error simulation is for the actual 
stochastic optimization of the power system operation itself, instead of its simulation 
as in the WILMAR project. As described in Section 2, Eltra has included stochastic 
simulations wind power forecast errors their SIVAEL (Simulering af Varme og EL) 
power system simulation model since 2002 to optimize the scheduling of the power 
plants.  
 
 
10.2 Assumptions of the Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) Time-Series Model 
 
The model produces simulated wind speed forecast errors that are accurate in 
magnitue to the actual Mean Absolute and Root Mean Squared Errors. The 
correlations between the wind speed forecast errors at different locations are also 
accurate but are assumed to be constant, when in reality they increase linearly with 
the forecast length. This means that the user must choose the forecast length that is 
most critical in the power system simulation; here this forecast length has been 
assumed to be six hours. The variance of the simulated wind speed forecast errors 
is constant and equal to the mean variance of the actual wind speed forecast errors, 
which assumes that the actual variance is constant. Here it has been found, 
however, that while the variance does not depend on the time of day or time of year, 
it does depend on the wind speed. Whether or not this is relavant depends on for 
which situations the power system is to be simulated. If the power system is 
simulated under the most common wind conditions, then using the mean variance is 
appropriate. But if the power system is to be simulated for high wind speeds when 
wind power production is maximum, the simulated wind speed forecast errors will be 
too small. To obtain accurate ARMA(1,1) parameters for these situations, only 
forecast errors recorded at high wind speeds should be included in the data set. 
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10.3 Errors in the Wind Speed Forecast Error Distribution Depending on Input 
Data Available 

 
The type of input data available has some influence on the ARMA(1,1) parameters 
that are found due to differences in the magnitude of the wind speed forecast errors 
input to the model. The errors due to differences in input data have been identified 
and quantified, and are summarized in Table 5.  

Description of Error Source:    Error:  Section:
 
Different Numerical Weather Prediction Model:   +/- 3%  7.2 
Advanced instead of Simple Prediction System:  - 22%  7.2 
Forecasts Available for a Limited Time Period:  +/- 8%  7.4 
Converting Wind Power Forecasts to Wind Speed:  - 10%  7.5 
 
Table 5. Sources of mean error in the mean absolute wind speed forecast error 
distribution that result in differences in the input data available. 

 
All of these types of errors are calculated by averaging the difference between the 
mean absolute error for the two different cases over all of the forecast lengths. Using 
a different numerical weather prediction system with the same wind speed prediction 
system results in very little error, about 3% for the case studied here. This implies 
that both numerical weather prediction systems used are able to simulate changes in 
the state of the atmosphere well. But as expected, the sophistication of the 
prediction system used to translate the NWP output to wind speed forecasts has a 
large impact, reducing the mean absolute errors by 22% for the prediction systems 
used here. If wind speed measurements and forecast are only available for a limited 
time period, the mean absolute error distribution may not be representative of 
forecast errors at that location. When a data set shorter than six months is used, the 
simulation error is likely to be greater than 10%. If at least six months of 
measurements and forecast are available, the mean error in the mean absolute 
errors is about 8%, and there is a 25% chance that the error will be greater than 
12%, see Table 5. In many cases, only wind power measurements and forecasts are 
available. If wind speed forecast errors are created by converted from wind power 
using a power curve, the mean absolute error distribution is under-estimated by 
about 10% for the cases studied here. Note that all of these input data errors have 
been calculated for specific numerical weather prediction models and wind power 
prediction systems and specific locations using a small number of data sets. 
Therefore, their statistical significance is questionable. They are stated here mainly 
so the user is aware that they exist and should be verified if possible when using 
different wind power prediction systems. These errors were all calculated based of 
forecast errors at locations in simple terrain, and are probably not accurate for 
complex terrain since the magnitude of wind speed forecast errors in complex terrain 
is much higher.  
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11. Topics for Further Investigation 
 
11.1 Time-Series Models 
 
11.1.1 Improvements to the Multi-Variate ARMA(1,1) Time-Series Model 
 
As noted previously in Section 5.1, if either of the parameters α or β are negative, 
unrealistic simulated wind speed forecast time series will result since the forecast 
error will change rapidly between positive and negative values. This does not occur, 
however, for all data sets. It is particularly common when the wind speed forecast 
errors rise very quickly for the first few errors and suddenly stop rising quickly or at 
all after forecast lengths of about 4 hours. This shape results when the time-series 
model used is bad (such as Persistence) and the NWP-based model is good 
(Prediktor). Since for this thesis project this was precisely the models used to 
construct the wind speed forecast error distributions, it is no surprise that negative 
values for the ARMA(1,1) parameters were calculated. But for other data sets, where 
the time-series model is better than the NWP-based model for longer forecast 
lengths, positive values for α and β will be calculated, which will result in realistic 
simulated wind speed forecast error time-series. This is particularly true of forecast 
errors for locations in complex terrain, where NWP-based models have difficultly 
making accurate predictions. The upper-right and lower-right plots in Figure 30 show 
actual and simulated wind speed forecast errors for a location in complex terrain, 
and the corresponding ARMA(1,1) parameters which are positive. 
 
However, a time-series model is desired that will simulate realistic wind speed 
forecast errors for any data set. At the time of this writing, Söder is implementing a 
new version of the ARMA(1,1) time-series model described here that will restrict 
parameters α or β to positive values. The updated version of the model finds the 
ARMA(1,1) parameters that accurately simulate the magnitude of wind speed 
forecast errors as well as simulate realistic wind speed forecast error time-series by 
considering the autocovariance of the input wind speed forecast error time-series. 
 
11.1.2 Other Time-Series Models 
 
A multi-variate Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) time-series model has 
been used to simulate wind speed forecast errors. However, other time-series 
models may also be used to simulate wind speed forecast errors using less 
parameters or match the behavior of actual wind spedd forecast errors better. 
Nielsen and Madsen [15] considered using Auto-Regressive (AR), Moving-Average 
(MA), and Auto-Regressive Moving-Avergae (ARMA) time-series models to simulate 
wind power forecast errors. They found that all three types produced similar results 
and therefore chose the MA model due to its simplicity. However, their method of 
simulating wind power forecast errors is different (more complex) than the method 
used in this thesis. Another general time-series model is the Auto-Regressing 
Integrated Moving-Average (ARIMA), which requires three parameters instead of 
two. The ARMA time-series model used here is homoscedastic since the variance of 
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the random variable is assumed to be constant for each time-series, while in fact it 
has been found to be dependent on the wind speed. Therefore a heteroscedastic 
time-series model in which the variance of the random variable increases linearly 
with wind speed would probably require one additional parameter. The previously 
mentioned time-series models could be an area for further study. 
 
 
11.2 Wind Speed Forecast Error Simulation in Other Situations  
 
Most of the wind speed measurement and prediction data used in this study came 
from small wind farms in Denmark. In other siutations the results found here may not 
be vaild. One such situation is for larger wind farms using larger wind turbines. 
Newer wind turbines have higher hub heights than many of the wind farms for which 
data was used in this study, and future wind turbine will almost certainly have still 
higher hub heights. This means that wind speed forecast errors should be greater if 
the prediction system used does not improve, but insufficient data was available in 
this study to assess whether or not this is true. Another important situation that may 
give different results is for complex terrain, since wind speed forecast errors are 
significantly greater than for simple terrain. The correlation between forecast errors 
at different locations should be less than for simple terrain since local wind 
conditions are more important. These differences will probably change all of the 
parameters for any time-series model used to simulate wind speed forecast errors. 
 
11.3 Wind Power Forecast Error Simulation    
 
This study focused on the parameters required for and error associated with wind 
speed forecast error simulation because it was decided previously in the WILMAR 
project to first simulated wind speeds and later convert them to wind power. If it is 
desired to simulate wind power forecast errors instead, the same ARMA(1,1) time-
series model may be used, and of course different parameters will be found. The 
main differences between simulating wind speed forecast errors and wind power 
forecast errors should arise due to the non-linearity of the power curve, but this has 
not been investigated here.  
 
 
12. Glossary 
 
ARIMA Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving-Average 
ARMA  Auto-Regressive Moving-Average 
EU  European Union 
DMI  Danmarks Meteorologiske Institut 
DWD  Deutscher Wetterdienst 
HIRLAM HIgh-Resolution Limited-Area Model 
LM  LokalModell 
MAE  Mean Absolute Error 
NWP  Numerical Weather Prediction 
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RMSE  Root Mean Squared Error 
SIVAEL SImulering af Varme og EL 
WILMAR Wind power Integration in Liberalised electricity MARkets 
WPPT  Wind Power Prediction Tool 
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Appendix - Matlab Codes 
 
The Matlab codes used to calculate both the uni-variate and multi-variate ARMA(1,1) 
parameters and plot the results are included here for referernce. They were written 
in the Matlab 7 programming language, and require the wind speed measurements 
and forecasts to be in the DePri format [26] developed by Deutsches Windenergie-
Institut  (DEWI) and the University of Oldenburg. This format was chosen because 
no information is implied by it - all of the information about the measurements and 
forecasts for a single data set is contained in the ASCII file. A file in this format 
contains six columns, from right to left, containing: the time the prediction was made 
(ex. 200504211400), the time the prediction was for (ex. 200504211500), the 
forecast length, in hours (ex. 01), and the prediction, persistence prediction, and 
measurement (each in m/s). 
 
Twelve Matlab codes are included here. Three of them are excecuted by the user 
(calc_errors.m, calc_parameters.m, and mineralsim.m), while the other nine are 
called by the three excecutable functions. calc_errors.m is used to calculate the uni-
variate ARMA(1,1) paramters for a single site, simulate forecast errors for that site, 
and plot the actual and simulated forecast errors. calc_parameters.m is used to 
calculate the multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters for more than one location, and 
mineralsim.m is used to simulate forecast errors at multiple sites and plot the actual 
and simulated forecast errors. 
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calc_errors.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function calculates the multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters alfa, 
% beta, cmat1 and write them to a .mat file and a .dat file. If only one 
% data set is input, so it will output uni-variate AR;A(1,1) parameters. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
clear 
clear global 
global RMSE TIME N alfa beta varz rhomat var nrreg fhour NUM_PREDS 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Path = 'D:/Andrew/Predictions/dmi/speed_2003/'; 
DataSet{1} = 'Fjaldene_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';       ShortTitle{1} = 'Fjaldene DMI';         
location(:,1) = [56.1549 8.5702]; 
DataSet{2} = 'Hagesholm_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';      ShortTitle{2} = 'Hagesholm DMI';        
location(:,2) = [55.7627 11.5676];         
DataSet{3} = 'Klim_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';           ShortTitle{3} = 'Klim DMI';             
location(:,3) = [57.0602 9.1525]; 
DataSet{4} = 'Middelgrunden_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';  ShortTitle{4} = 'Middelgrunden 
DMI';    location(:,4) = [55.7053 12.6689]; 
DataSet{5} = 'Risoe_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';          ShortTitle{5} = 'Risoe DMI';            
location(:,5) = [55.6948 12.0895]; 
DataSet{6} = 'Syltholm_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';       ShortTitle{6} = 'Syltholm DMI';         
location(:,6) = [54.6443 11.4046]; 
%DataSet{7} = 'Tuno_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';          ShortTitle{7} = 'Tuno DMI';              
location(:,7) = [55.9688 10.3552]; 
SetName = 'Wind Speed DMI Prediktor MOS'; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
for i = 1:length(DataSet) 
    AllDataSets{i} = strcat(Path, char(DataSet{i})); 
end 
 
% FUNCTIONS: 
[preds, preds_length, nrreg, NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, 
NWP_UPDATE_FREQ] = match_data(AllDataSets); 
[rho_error, rho_pers_error, error, max_meas] = get_correlations(preds, preds_length, nrreg, 
NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, NWP_LENGTH, AllDataSets); 
 
% Put errors in variable names for use in Lennart's part below. 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    nr(i) = length(error(1,:,i)); 
    rmse1(i,1:nr(i)) = error(8,:,i);     
    rmse1(i,1) = 0;                     % set rms error equal to zero at h=0 
    time1(i,1:nr(i)) = error(1,:,i);   
end 
[NumReg, NumReg, NumPreds] = size(rho_error);     
 
disp('calculating multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters...'); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Data: Correlation between forecast errors in the different regions: 
%       Hour fhour, for which the correlation should be correct 
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%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% INPUT: 
fhour = 6;                          % forecast length for which the forecast errors are correlated.   
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rhomat = rho_error(:,:,fhour);      % matrix of forecast errors. 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Parameter identification: ARMA parameters for forecast errors  
%                           in the different regions: 
% The ARMA-series for one site is: 
% X(k)=alfa*X(k-1)+Z(k)+beta*Z(k-1) 
% Z(k) is a gaussian noise with mean=0 and variance=varz 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
for i=1:nrreg 
   N=nr(i) ; 
   RMSE=rmse1(i,1:nr(i)) ; 
   TIME=time1(i,1:nr(i)) ; 
   % start values of alfa, beta, varz 
   xx=[1,-1,1] ; 
   xx_fit=fminsearch('quad_stand_err',xx);  
   alfa(i)=xx_fit(1);  
   beta(i)=xx_fit(2);   
   varz(i)=xx_fit(3);  
end 
sigma = sqrt(varz); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Parameter identification: ARMA parameters for forecast errors  
%                           in the different regions: 
% The ARMA-series for several sites is: 
% [X(k)]=diag(alfa)*X(k-1)+Z(k)+diag(beta)*Z(k-1) 
% Z(k) = C*Zn(k), where Zn(k) is a vector with independent gaussian 
% noises N(0,1), and C is a full matrix 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
for i=1:nrreg 
   var(i,1)=0 ; 
   var(i,2)=varz(i) ; 
   for k=3:fhour 
      var(i,k)=alfa(i)*alfa(i)*var(i,k-1)+ ... 
              (1+beta(i)*beta(i)+2*alfa(i)*beta(i))*varz(i) ; 
   end 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% start values of  matrix C=cmat 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
cmat=rhomat ; 
i1=0 ; 
for i=1:nrreg 
   len1=nrreg-i+1 ; 
   i1=i1+len1 ; 
   cmatvect(i1-len1+1:i1)=cmat(i,i:nrreg) ; 
end 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% identification of matrix C=cmat_fit  
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% cmat_fit = a vector with the content of C 
% cmat1 = the identified C-matrix which gives correct rho=rhomat 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals', 15000, 'MaxIter', 15000, 'TolFun', 1.e-5, 'TolX', 1.e-5); 
cmat_fit=fminsearch('rho_err',cmatvect,options) ; 
% 
i1=0;  
for i=1:nrreg 
   len1=nrreg-i+1 ; 
   i1=i1+len1 ; 
   cmat1(i,i:nrreg)=cmat_fit(i1-len1+1:i1) ; 
end 
 
for i=1:nrreg 
   for j=i+1:nrreg 
      cmat1(j,i)=cmat1(i,j) ; 
   end 
end 
 
 
% output ARMA parameters to a data file 
WriteFID = fopen(strcat(Path, SetName, '_ARMA_Parameters.dat'), 'w'); 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'alfa:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', alfa(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'beta:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', beta(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'sigma:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', sigma(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'cmat:'); 
for row = 1:nrreg 
    for col = 1:nrreg     
        fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', cmat1(row, col)); 
    end 
    fprintf(WriteFID, '\n'); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
save mineraldata alfa beta varz cmat1 nrreg error rho_error rho_pers_error Path DataSet ShortTitle 
SetName location NWP_MIN_LENGTH NWP_STEP NWP_LENGTH 
disp('Done!'); 
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calc_parameters.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function calculates the multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters alfa, 
% beta, cmat1 and write them to a .mat file and a .dat file. If only one 
% data set is input, so it will output uni-variate AR;A(1,1) parameters. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
clear 
clear global 
global RMSE TIME N alfa beta varz rhomat var nrreg fhour NUM_PREDS 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Path = 'D:/Andrew/Predictions/dmi/speed_2003/'; 
DataSet{1} = 'Fjaldene_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';       ShortTitle{1} = 'Fjaldene DMI';         
location(:,1) = [56.1549 8.5702]; 
DataSet{2} = 'Hagesholm_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';      ShortTitle{2} = 'Hagesholm DMI';        
location(:,2) = [55.7627 11.5676];         
DataSet{3} = 'Klim_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';           ShortTitle{3} = 'Klim DMI';             
location(:,3) = [57.0602 9.1525]; 
DataSet{4} = 'Middelgrunden_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';  ShortTitle{4} = 'Middelgrunden 
DMI';    location(:,4) = [55.7053 12.6689]; 
DataSet{5} = 'Risoe_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';          ShortTitle{5} = 'Risoe DMI';            
location(:,5) = [55.6948 12.0895]; 
DataSet{6} = 'Syltholm_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';       ShortTitle{6} = 'Syltholm DMI';         
location(:,6) = [54.6443 11.4046]; 
%DataSet{7} = 'Tuno_Wind_Speed_DMI_Prediktor_MOS';          ShortTitle{7} = 'Tuno DMI';              
location(:,7) = [55.9688 10.3552]; 
SetName = 'Wind Speed DMI Prediktor MOS'; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
for i = 1:length(DataSet) 
    AllDataSets{i} = strcat(Path, char(DataSet{i})); 
end 
 
% FUNCTIONS: 
[preds, preds_length, nrreg, NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, 
NWP_UPDATE_FREQ] = match_data(AllDataSets); 
[rho_error, rho_pers_error, error, max_meas] = get_correlations(preds, preds_length, nrreg, 
NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, NWP_LENGTH, AllDataSets); 
 
% Put errors in variable names for use in Lennart's part below. 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    nr(i) = length(error(1,:,i)); 
    rmse1(i,1:nr(i)) = error(8,:,i);     
    rmse1(i,1) = 0;                     % set rms error equal to zero at h=0 
    time1(i,1:nr(i)) = error(1,:,i);   
end 
[NumReg, NumReg, NumPreds] = size(rho_error);     
 
disp('calculating multi-variate ARMA(1,1) parameters...'); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Data: Correlation between forecast errors in the different regions: 
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%       Hour fhour, for which the correlation should be correct 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% INPUT: 
fhour = 6;                          % forecast length for which the forecast errors are correlated.   
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rhomat = rho_error(:,:,fhour);      % matrix of forecast errors. 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Parameter identification: ARMA parameters for forecast errors  
%                           in the different regions: 
% The ARMA-series for one site is: 
% X(k)=alfa*X(k-1)+Z(k)+beta*Z(k-1) 
% Z(k) is a gaussian noise with mean=0 and variance=varz 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
for i=1:nrreg 
   N=nr(i) ; 
   RMSE=rmse1(i,1:nr(i)) ; 
   TIME=time1(i,1:nr(i)) ; 
   % start values of alfa, beta, varz 
   xx=[1,-1,1] ; 
   xx_fit=fminsearch('quad_stand_err',xx);  
   alfa(i)=xx_fit(1);  
   beta(i)=xx_fit(2);   
   varz(i)=xx_fit(3);  
end 
sigma = sqrt(varz); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Parameter identification: ARMA parameters for forecast errors  
%                           in the different regions: 
% The ARMA-series for several sites is: 
% [X(k)]=diag(alfa)*X(k-1)+Z(k)+diag(beta)*Z(k-1) 
% Z(k) = C*Zn(k), where Zn(k) is a vector with independent gaussian 
% noises N(0,1), and C is a full matrix 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
for i=1:nrreg 
   var(i,1)=0 ; 
   var(i,2)=varz(i) ; 
   for k=3:fhour 
      var(i,k)=alfa(i)*alfa(i)*var(i,k-1)+ ... 
              (1+beta(i)*beta(i)+2*alfa(i)*beta(i))*varz(i) ; 
   end 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
% start values of  matrix C=cmat 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
cmat=rhomat ; 
i1=0 ; 
for i=1:nrreg 
   len1=nrreg-i+1 ; 
   i1=i1+len1 ; 
   cmatvect(i1-len1+1:i1)=cmat(i,i:nrreg) ; 
end 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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% identification of matrix C=cmat_fit  
% cmat_fit = a vector with the content of C 
% cmat1 = the identified C-matrix which gives correct rho=rhomat 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals', 15000, 'MaxIter', 15000, 'TolFun', 1.e-5, 'TolX', 1.e-5); 
cmat_fit=fminsearch('rho_err',cmatvect,options) ; 
% 
i1=0;  
for i=1:nrreg 
   len1=nrreg-i+1 ; 
   i1=i1+len1 ; 
   cmat1(i,i:nrreg)=cmat_fit(i1-len1+1:i1) ; 
end 
 
for i=1:nrreg 
   for j=i+1:nrreg 
      cmat1(j,i)=cmat1(i,j) ; 
   end 
end 
 
 
% output ARMA parameters to a data file 
WriteFID = fopen(strcat(Path, SetName, '_ARMA_Parameters.dat'), 'w'); 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'alfa:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', alfa(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'beta:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', beta(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'sigma:'); 
for col = 1:nrreg     
    fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', sigma(col)); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n\n'); 
 
fprintf(WriteFID, '%s\n', 'cmat:'); 
for row = 1:nrreg 
    for col = 1:nrreg     
        fprintf(WriteFID, '%.4f ', cmat1(row, col)); 
    end 
    fprintf(WriteFID, '\n'); 
end 
fprintf(WriteFID, '\n'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
save mineraldata alfa beta varz cmat1 nrreg error rho_error rho_pers_error Path DataSet ShortTitle 
SetName location NWP_MIN_LENGTH NWP_STEP NWP_LENGTH 
disp('Done!'); 
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mineralsim.m 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% This function simulates wind speed forecast errors according to the multi-variate ARMA(1,1) 
% model, and plots the results. You're Done! when this works! 
%------------------------------------------------------------------ 
clear 
 
row = 1; 
num_simulations = 3000; 
disp(strcat('simulating: ', int2str(num_simulations), ' forecasts...')) 
%---------------------------------- SIMULATED FORECAST LOOP ---------------------------------- 
for j = 1:num_simulations 
    load mineraldata 
    num_of_preds = ((NWP_LENGTH-1)/NWP_STEP)+1; 
 
    %--- Lennart Søder's (almost) original code -------------------------------------------- 
    Xvect(1:nrreg,1) = single(zeros(nrreg,1)) ;     % convert Xvect into a single to save memory 
    Zvect(1:nrreg,1) = zeros(nrreg,1) ; 
    a = diag(alfa) ; 
    b = diag(beta) ; 
    for k=2:num_of_preds 
       Zvect(1:nrreg,k)=cmat1*randn(nrreg,1) ; 
       Xvect(1:nrreg,k)=a*Xvect(1:nrreg,k-1)+Zvect(1:nrreg,k)+b*Zvect(1:nrreg,k-1) ; 
    end 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    % assign simulated error in Xvect to err - for calculating errors below 
    for i = 1:nrreg 
        sim_err(j,:,i) = Xvect(i,:); 
    end 
 
    % assign simulated error in Xvect to corr - for calculating correlations between errors 
    for i = 1:num_of_preds              
        corr_sim_err(j,1:nrreg,i) = (Xvect(:,i))'; 
    end 
end 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
disp('calculating simulated forecast errors...') 
% calculate mae and rms errors of simulated forecasts 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    error(9,:,i) = mean(abs(sim_err(:,:,i)));                    % mean absolute error 
    error(10,:,i) = sqrt(mean(sim_err(:,:,i).^2));              % root mean square error 
end 
     
 
disp('calculating simulated forecast error correlations...') 
% calculate the correlations between the simulated forecast errors 
for i = 2:num_of_preds 
    rhomat_sim_err(:,:,i) = corrcoef(corr_sim_err(:,:,i)); 
end 
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% assign the actual forecast error correlations to the "rho" and the simulated forecast error 
% correlations to "sim_rho" 
rho(1,:) = NWP_MIN_LENGTH:NWP_STEP:NWP_LENGTH-1; 
sim_rho(1,:) = NWP_MIN_LENGTH:NWP_STEP:NWP_LENGTH-1; 
rho_pers(1,:) = NWP_MIN_LENGTH:NWP_STEP:NWP_LENGTH-1; 
 
 
% create cell of of data set titles for the correlation plots 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    DataSetTitle{i} = DataSet{i}; a = find(DataSetTitle{i} == '_'); DataSetTitle{i}(a) = ' '; 
end 
    
for j = 1:NWP_LENGTH 
    count = 2; 
    for k = 1:nrreg-1 
        for l = nrreg:-1:k+1 
            rho(count, j) = rho_error(k,l,j); 
            rho_pers(count, j) = rho_pers_error(k,l,j); 
            sim_rho(count, j) = rhomat_sim_err(k,l,j); 
            PlotTitles{count} = strcat('Correlation Between: ', ShortTitle{k}, ' and ', ShortTitle{l}); 
            count = count + 1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
[NumCorr, NumPreds] = size(rho); 
 
% plot the actual and simulated rms error curves 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    g = figure; 
    error_plot = error(:,:,i); 
    plot_sim_errors(error_plot, 20, DataSet{i}, num_simulations, alfa(i), beta(i), sqrt(varz(i)))        % the 
20 is just to tell plot_sim_errors this is wind speed, not power - the 1 is a dummy sigma, don't print 
this value on the plot! 
    saveas(g, strcat(Path, 'MARMA simulation figures/', DataSet{i}, '_MARMA_sim.fig'))                   % 
save the plot 
end 
 
% plot the actual and simulated forecast error correlations 
Distances = distance(location); 
[NumCorr, NumPreds] = size(rho); 
for i = 2:NumCorr   
    g = figure; 
    [NumRows, NumCols, NumRegions] = size(error); 
    axes('LineWidth',2','FontSize',9,'Xtick',[0:2:error(1,NumCols)]); 
    hold on  
 
    plot(rho(1,:), rho(i,:), 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 2) 
    plot(sim_rho(1,:), sim_rho(i,:), 'LineStyle', '--', 'LineWidth', 2) 
    plot(rho_pers(1,:), rho_pers(i,:), 'LineStyle', ':') 
    plot(rho(1,:), zeros(1,NumCols), 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 1) 
    text(error(1,NumCols)*0.45,0.75, strcat('distance between locations:', num2str(sprintf(' %.0f', 
Distances(i-1))),' km')); 
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   
    xlabel('Forecast Length (hours)','FontWeight','bold') 
    ylabel('Correlation between Forecast Errors','FontWeight','bold') 
    title(PlotTitles{i},'FontWeight','bold');    
    legend('actual','simulated', 'persistence', 'Location', 'NorthWest') 
    axis([error(1,1) error(1,NumCols) -0.2 0.8]) 
 
    saveas(g, strcat(Path, 'MARMA simulation figures/', SetName, '_MARMA_sim_corr_', int2str(i), 
'.fig'))                   % save the plot 
end 
 
 
 
read_data.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function reads in forecast data files in the stardard file format, which include six columns: 
% 1. TimePred: Time the power Prediction was made, in UTC yyyymmddHHMM format. 
% 2. PTimePred: Time the power Prediction is for, in UTC yyyymmddHHMM format. 
% 3. PHorizonPred: Time Horizon of the wind speed OR wind power prediction (hours). 
% 4. PowerPred_Model: Predicted Wind Speed (m/s) OR Predicted Wind Power (kW). 
% 5. PowerPred_Persistence: Predicted Persistence Wind Speed (m/s) OR Predicted Persistence 
Wind Power (kW). 
% 6. PowerMeas_tot: Measured Wind Speed (m/s) OR Measured Wind Power(kW). 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function [preds, preds_original] = read_data(data, comment_char, missing_value) 
global percent_missing 
 

% Reads in the data and stores it in the array "preds".  
% removes lines that are missing PTimePred, PHorizonPred, PowerPred_Persistence, or 
PowerMeas_tot.    
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
disp('reading data file...'); 
 
% remove commented lines and write data to a temporary file 
read_fid = fopen(data, 'r'); 
write_fid = fopen('temp.txt', 'w'); 
line = fgetl(read_fid); 
while feof(read_fid) == 0                               % checks for end of file 
    line = fgetl(read_fid);                             % saves next line in the file as a string 
    if strncmp(line, comment_char, 1) == 0                      % checks if the line is a comment           
        fprintf(write_fid, '%s\n', line);              % writes line to temp file if it is not a comment 
    end 
end 
fclose(read_fid); 
fclose(write_fid); 
 
% read in the measurement data from the temporary file as space delimited data 
preds = dlmread('temp.txt');        % "preds" is returned by this function (read_data()) 
preds_original = preds;            % "preds_original" is returned by this function (read_data()) 
status = fclose('all'); 
 
% code you can  to read data if there are no leading comment lines (faster...) 
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%preds = dlmread(data); 
%preds_original = preds; 
 
 
disp('removing lines with missing data...'); 
% remove lines that are missing predictions or measurements 
a = length(preds); 
m = find(preds(:,2) == missing_value(2)); preds(m,:) = []; 
m = find(preds(:,3) == missing_value(3)); preds(m,:) = []; 
m = find(preds(:,4) == missing_value(4)); preds(m,:) = []; 
m = find(preds(:,6) == missing_value(6)); preds(m,:) = []; 
b = length(preds); 
num_missing = a - b; 
percent_missing = (num_missing / a) * 100; 
disp(strcat(int2str(num_missing), ' out of:', int2str(a), ' (', num2str(percent_missing), '%) of predictions 
or measurements missing.')) 
 
 
 
get_errors.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function calculates the five types of errors: mean, mean absolute, 
% root mean square, persistence mean absolute, root mean squared absolute. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function [error, max_meas, min_forecast, nwpLength, nwpStep, nwpUpdateFreq] = get_errors(preds) 
global missing_value 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% INPUT: 
% When converting wind power forcasts to wind speed, the MAE and RMSE error distribution are 
% underestimated by about 10% at all forecast lengths. If you are using forecasts converted from 
wind power,  
% use the following ErrorFactor = 1.1 to compensate for this effect. 
ErrorFactor = 1.0;  
%ErrorFactor = 1.1;       
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
disp('calculating errors...') 
 
% assign columns of 'preds' to variable names 
TimePred = preds(:,1); 
PTimePred = preds(:,2); 
PHorizonPred = preds(:,3); 
Pred_Model = preds(:,4); 
Pred_Persistence = preds(:,5); 
    m = find(Pred_Persistence == missing_value(5)); Pred_Persistence(m) = []; 
    Pred_Persistence_PHorizonPred = PHorizonPred; Pred_Persistence_PHorizonPred(m) = []; 
    Pred_Persistence_Meas = preds(:,6); Pred_Persistence_Meas(m) = [];  
 
Meas = preds(:,6);  
 
 
% find nwpLength, newStep, and nwpUpdateFreq automatically 
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max_forecast = max(PHorizonPred); 
min_forecast = min(PHorizonPred); 
    nwpLength = max_forecast - min_forecast + 1;                    % value returned by this function 
a = find(PHorizonPred == max_forecast); 
    nwpStep = PHorizonPred(a(2)) - PHorizonPred(a(2)-1);            % value returned by this function 
a = find(TimePred ~= TimePred(1)); 
    nwpUpdateFreq = (UTCdate2num(TimePred(a(1))) - UTCdate2num(TimePred(a(1)-1))) * 24;      % 
value returned by this function 
 
% override the previous block of code, useful if there are many missing data 
%nwpStep = 1; nwpUpdateFreq = 6; nwpLength = 49; 
%nwpStep = 3; nwpUpdateFreq = 6; nwpLength = 25; 
     
j = 0; 
for i = min_forecast+1:nwpStep:max_forecast+1 
    j = j + 1; 
    a = find(PHorizonPred == i-1);                                      % find lines which the prediction length   
    error(1,:) = min_forecast:nwpStep:max_forecast;                         % prediction length (hours) 
    error(2,j) = ErrorFactor * mean(Pred_Model(a) - Meas(a));               % mean error       
    error(3,j) = ErrorFactor * mean(abs(Pred_Model(a) - Meas(a)));          % mean absolute error  
    error(4,j) = ErrorFactor * sqrt(mean((Pred_Model(a) - Meas(a)).^2));    % rms (root mean squared) 
error    
     
    b = find(Pred_Persistence_PHorizonPred == i-1); 
    error(5,j) = ErrorFactor * mean(abs(Pred_Persistence(b) - Pred_Persistence_Meas(b)));          % 
persistence mean absolute error  
    error(6,j) = ErrorFactor * sqrt(mean((Pred_Persistence(b) - Pred_Persistence_Meas(b)).^2));    % 
persistence rms (root mean squared) error  
end 
 
max_meas = max(Meas); 
 
 
 
plot_errors.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function plots several forecast errors. If the data set is for wind speed, it plots 
% the RMSE (root mean square error), RMSE for persistence, MAE (mean absolute error), MAE for 
% persistence, and the mean error. These are all plotted on the same figure. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function plot_errors(error, max_meas, nwpLength, data_set) 
global NUM_PREDS percent_missing 
 
a = find(data_set == '_');              % Replace underscores in data set names with spaces. 
data_set(a) = ' '; 
mean_error = mean(error(3,:));          % calculates the mean absolute error (of the entire data set, so 
including all forecast lengths) 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% plot the errors, and save plot to a file! 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
left_y_axis_min = (0-(abs(min(error(2,:)))*1.25)); 
left_y_axis_max = error(4,ceil(NUM_PREDS/2))*2; 
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if max_meas < 50      
    left_y_label = 'Wind Speed Error (m/s)'; 
    right_y_label = 'Wind Speed Error (% of mean absolute error)'; 
    right_y_axis_min = (left_y_axis_min/mean_error)*100; 
    right_y_axis_max = (left_y_axis_max/mean_error)*100; 
else   
    left_y_label = 'Wind Power Error (kW)'; 
    right_y_label = 'Wind Power Error (% of installed capacity)'; 
    right_y_axis_min = (left_y_axis_min/max_meas)*100; 
    right_y_axis_max = (left_y_axis_max/max_meas)*100; 
end 
 
 
% create the plot 
axes('LineWidth',2','FontSize',9,'Xtick',[0:2:48]); 
hold on 
plot(error(1,:), error(4,:), 'Color','blue', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 2)          % rms (root mean squared) 
error          
plot(error(1,:), error(6,:), 'Color','blue', 'LineStyle', '--', 'LineWidth', 2)          % persistence rms (root 
mean squared) error          
plot(error(1,:), error(3,:), 'Color','red', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 2)          % mean absolute error 
plot(error(1,:), error(5,:), 'Color','red', 'LineStyle', '--', 'LineWidth', 2)          % persistence mean 
absolute error         
plot(error(1,:), error(2,:), 'Color','blue', 'LineStyle', ':', 'LineWidth', 2)          % mean error            
plot(error(1,:), zeros(1,NUM_PREDS)) 
text(error(1,NUM_PREDS)*0.65,left_y_axis_max*0.95, strcat('Data missing: ', num2str(sprintf(' %.1f', 
percent_missing)), ' %')); 
 
axis([0 error(1,NUM_PREDS) left_y_axis_min left_y_axis_max])               % give the plot nice axis 
limits 
xlabel('Forecast Length (hours)','FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel(left_y_label,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
title(data_set,'FontWeight','bold');    
legend('RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error)', 'Persistence RMSE', 'MAE (Mean Absolute Error)', 
'Persistence MAE', 'ME (Mean Error)','Location', 'Northwest')                                      % give the plot a 
nice legend 
 
h = axes('LineWidth',2,'Yaxislocation','right','YLim',[right_y_axis_min 
right_y_axis_max],'Color','none','Xtick',[]); 
ylabel(h,right_y_label,'FontWeight','bold');  
 
 
 
plot_sim_errors.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function plots the actual and simulated MAE and RMSE forecast errors. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
function plot_errors(error, max_meas, data_set, num_simulations, alfa, beta, sigma) 
global NUM_PREDS  
 
a = find(data_set == '_');              % Replace underscores in data set names with spaces. 
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data_set(a) = ' '; 
 
mean_error = mean(error(3,:));          % calculates the mean absolute error (of the entire data set, so 
including all forecast lengths) 
[NumRows, NumCols] = size(error); 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% plot the errors, and save plot to a file! 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
left_y_axis_min = 0; 
left_y_axis_max = (error(4,ceil(NumCols/2))*1.5); 
 
if max_meas < 50      
    left_y_label = 'Wind Speed Error (m/s)'; 
    right_y_label = 'Wind Speed Error (% of mean absolute error)'; 
    right_y_axis_min = (left_y_axis_min/mean_error)*100; 
    right_y_axis_max = (left_y_axis_max/mean_error)*100; 
else   
    left_y_label = 'Wind Power Error (kW)'; 
    right_y_label = 'Wind Power Error (% of installed capacity)'; 
    right_y_axis_min = (left_y_axis_min/max_meas)*100; 
    right_y_axis_max = (left_y_axis_max/max_meas)*100; 
end 
 
 
% create the plot 
axes('LineWidth',2','FontSize',9,'Xtick',[0:2:error(1,NumCols)]); 
 
hold on 
plot(error(1,:), error(8,:), 'Color','blue', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 2)          % rmse (root mean squared 
error) 
plot(error(1,:), error(7,:), 'Color','red', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 2)          % mae (mean absolute error)          
plot(error(1,:), error(10,:), 'Color','blue', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 1)     %simulated RMSE  
plot(error(1,:), error(9,:), 'Color','red', 'LineStyle', '-', 'LineWidth', 1)     %simulated MAE 
 
axis([0 error(1,NumCols) left_y_axis_min left_y_axis_max])               % give the plot nice axis limits 
mae_sim_error = mean(abs(error(7,:) - error(9,:)) / error(7,:))*100;         % MAE simulation error (in %) 
rmse_sim_error = mean(abs(error(8,:) - error(10,:)) / error(8,:))*100;         % RMSE simulation error (in 
%) 
text(error(1,NumCols)*0.5,left_y_axis_max*0.15, strcat('RMSE simulation error:', num2str(sprintf(' 
%.1f', rmse_sim_error)),' %')); 
text(error(1,NumCols)*0.5,left_y_axis_max*0.1, strcat('MAE simulation error:', num2str(sprintf(' %.1f', 
mae_sim_error)),' %')); 
 
% display ARMA parameters on plot - displays alfa, beta, and sigma passed to this function 
text(error(1,NumCols)*0.1,left_y_axis_max*0.2, strcat('\alpha: ', num2str(sprintf(' %.3f', alfa)))); 
text(error(1,NumCols)*0.1,left_y_axis_max*0.15, strcat('\beta: ',num2str(sprintf(' %.3f', beta)))); 
text(error(1,NumCols)*0.1,left_y_axis_max*0.1, strcat('\sigma: ',num2str(sprintf(' %.3f', sigma)))); 
 
xlabel('Forecast Length (hours)','FontWeight','bold') 
ylabel(left_y_label,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
title(data_set,'FontWeight','bold');      
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legend('RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error)', 'MAE (Mean Absolute Error)', strcat('Simulated RMSE (', 
int2str(num_simulations), ' simulations)'), strcat('Simulated MAE (', int2str(num_simulations), ' 
simulations)'),  'Location', 'Northwest')  
 
h = axes('LineWidth',2,'Yaxislocation','right','YLim',[right_y_axis_min 
right_y_axis_max],'Color','none','Xtick',[]); 
ylabel(h,right_y_label,'FontWeight','bold');  
 
 
 
match_data.m 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function finds the shortest and longest prediction times common to all data sets 
(NWP_MIN_LENGTH 
% and NWP_LENGTH), the number of hours between predictions in each forecast common to all 
data sets 
% (NWP_STEP), and the frequency that forecasts are updated common to all data sets 
(NWP_UPDATE_FREQ).  
% 
% This function also find the missing value indicators (usually -99.00) for all channels for all data 
% sets. Then it finds the first and last prediction time stamps which include a zero-hour prediction  
% common to all data sets. Predictions in all sets that fall outside of this range in time are cut. 
% Missing values are then assigned the NaN (not a number) value. 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [preds, preds_length, nrreg, NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, 
NWP_UPDATE_FREQ] = match_data(data_sets) 
nrreg = length(data_sets);      % number of sites 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Load important variables for the data sets. 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
disp('loading data sets...') 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    disp(strcat('loading data set "', data_sets{i}, '"...')) 
    load (data_sets{i})         
    b(i) = min_forecast;  
    c(i) = nwpStep;  
    d(i) = nwpUpdateFreq;  
    e(i) = nwpLength; 
     
    missing(i,1:length(missing_value)) = missing_value;       % missing values for all data sets 
     
    % create a vector with all time stamps (at which forecasts begin, h=0) that are common to all data 
sets 
    a = find(preds_original(:,3) == 0); 
    all_pred_starts = preds_original(a,2); 
     
    if i == 1 
        all = all_pred_starts; 
    else 
        all = intersect(all, all_pred_starts); 
    end 
end 
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NWP_MIN_LENGTH = max(b); 
NWP_STEP = max(c); 
NWP_UPDATE_FREQ = max(d); 
NWP_LENGTH = min(e); 
 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Find the range of dates for which all data sets have data, and cut out the data for which the dates 
are 
% not in this range.  
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
disp('finding range of time where data sets overlap...') 
% Find first and last time stamps common to all data sets 
% NOTE: make sure this range of time is what you expect, because given certain data sets, there 
may be more than 
% one overlaping range of data. 
 
all_dates = UTCdate2num(all); 
first_pred = str2num(datestr(min(all_dates), 'yyyymmddHHMM'));  
last_pred = str2num(datestr(max(all_dates), 'yyyymmddHHMM')); 
disp(strcat(int2str(all(1)), ' to ', int2str(all(length(all))))) 
 
 
% Cut out data that lie outside the overlaping range of time, and assign missing values as "NaN" 
disp('cutting data outside of this range from all data sets...') 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    load (data_sets{i}) 
    preds_original(1:length(preds_original),1) = preds_original(:,2) + preds_original(:,3); 
    a = find(preds_original(:,1) == first_pred);   % find first occurance of first_pred in preds_original 
    preds_original(1:a-1,:) = []; 
    b = find(preds_original(:,1) == last_pred);      % find last occurence of last_pred in preds_original 
    preds_original(b+e(i)+1:length(preds_original),:) = []; 
    
    preds(1:length(preds_original),1:6,i) = preds_original; 
    preds(1:length(preds_original),7,i) = preds_original(:,4) - preds_original(:,6);    % new error column 
    preds(1:length(preds_original),8,i) = preds_original(:,5) - preds_original(:,6);    % new persistence 
error column 
    m = find(preds(:,2,i) == missing(i,2)); preds(m,7,i) = NaN; preds(m,8,i) = NaN;     % mark missing 
errors as NaN, missing persistence predictions won't mark errors as NaN 
    m = find(preds(:,3,i) == missing(i,3)); preds(m,7,i) = NaN; preds(m,8,i) = NaN;      
    m = find(preds(:,4,i) == missing(i,4)); preds(m,7,i) = NaN; preds(m,8,i) = NaN; 
    m = find(preds(:,6,i) == missing(i,6)); preds(m,7,i) = NaN; preds(m,8,i) = NaN; 
    m = find(preds(:,5,i) == missing(i,5)); preds(m,8,i) = NaN;                         % but missing persistence 
error will, of course, mark persistence errors as NaN 
    preds_length(i) = length(preds_original); 
end 
 
 
 
get_correlations.m 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% This function returns two variables: rhomat_all and error. rhomat_all is the set of 2-D arrays 
% that contain the correlations between forecast errors for the data sets included. There is one  
% 2-D array of correlations for each forecast length. error is an array containing three types of 
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% forecast errors for each site: mean error, mean absolute error, and root mean squared error. 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [rho_error, rho_pers_error, error, max_meas] = get_correlations(preds, preds_length, nrreg, 
NWP_MIN_LENGTH, NWP_STEP, NWP_LENGTH, data_sets) 
global NUM_PREDS 
 
disp('calculating forecast errors...')  
j = 0; 
for h = NWP_MIN_LENGTH:NWP_STEP:NWP_LENGTH-1;        % START OF OUTER LOOP 
    j = j + 1; 
% find the "all" vector, the vector of dates which are common to all of the data sets (varies depending 
on prediction length) 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    PTimePred = preds(1:preds_length(i),3,i); 
    a = find(PTimePred == h);  
    dates = preds(a,2,i);  
 
    if i == 1 
        all = dates; 
    else 
        all = intersect(all, dates); 
    end 
end  
 
 
% extract the errors from each data sets that are for each prediction length, delete missing errors 
for i = 1:nrreg 
    PTimePred = preds(1:preds_length(i),3,i);       % assign prediction lengths to a vector 
    a = find(PTimePred == h);                       % find row numbers of each prediction length  
        dates = preds(a,2,i);                       % assign dates at those row numbers  
        err = preds(a,7,i);                         % assign errors at those row numbers 
        pers_err = preds(a,8,i);                    % assign persistence errors at those row numbers 
    [extras, c] = setdiff(dates, all);              % find which rows are not included in all data sets                    
        dates(c) = [];  
        err(c) = [];                     % delete those rows 
        pers_err(c) = []; 
    matched(:,i) = err;                             % assign errors to "matched" array 
    matched_pers(:,i) = pers_err; 
     
    % delete missing errors 
    nan = isnan(err);                           % find missing errors (error with value "NaN") 
    a = find(nan == 1);         
    err(a,:) = [];                              % delete those errors from the data set 
    
    nan = isnan(pers_err);                           % find missing errors (error with value "NaN") 
    a = find(nan == 1);         
    pers_err(a,:) = [];                              % delete those errors from the data set 
     
     
     
    % calculate the errors (of all data sets). 
    error(1,:,i) = NWP_MIN_LENGTH:NWP_STEP:NWP_LENGTH-1; 
    error(2,j,i) = mean(err);                       % mean error 
    error(3,j,i) = mean(abs(err));                  % mean absolute error 
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    error(4,j,i) = sqrt(mean(err.^2));              % root mean square error     
    error(5,j,i) = mean(abs(pers_err));             % persistence mean absolute error 
    error(6,j,i) = sqrt(mean(pers_err.^2));         % persistence root mean square error    
     
     
     
    max_meas(i) = max(preds(:,6,i));                % maximum measurement      
end 
 
nan = isnan(matched);                           % find missing errors (error with value "NaN") 
[a, b] = find(nan == 1);         
matched(a,:) = [];                              % delete those errors from all data sets 
 
nan = isnan(matched_pers);                           % find missing errors (error with value "NaN") 
[a, b] = find(nan == 1);         
matched_pers(a,:) = [];                              % delete those errors from all data sets 
 
 
% calculate rhomat, a matrix of the forecast error correlations between the data sets, one 2-D array 
for each forecast length 
rho_error(:,:,j) = corrcoef(matched); 
rho_pers_error(:,:,j) = corrcoef(matched_pers); 
 
clear matched matched_pers 
 
end             % END OF OUTER LOOP 
rho_pers_error(:,:,1) = zeros;         % because otherwise these values will be NaNs. 
 
for i = 1:nrreg 
% calculate "realistic MAE error distribution": lower of MAE Persistence or MAE (from NWP) 
    error(7,:,i) = error(3,:,i); 
    error(8,:,i) = error(4,:,i); 
    a = find(error(5,:,1) <= error(7,:,1)); 
    error(7,a,i) = error(5,a,i); 
    b = find(error(6,:,1) <= error(8,:,1)); 
    error(8,b,i) = error(6,b,i); 
end 
 
disp('calculating correlations between forecast errors...') 
 
 
 
quad_stand_err.m 
function y = quad_stand_err(xx) 
% 
% This function calculates the total quadratic error when N values of the RMSE 
% RMSE(1)...RMSE(N) corresponding to the hours TIME(1)...TIME(N) 
% of a forecast are approximated with a first order ARMA process 
% 
global RMSE TIME N FM 
alfa=xx(1) ; 
beta=xx(2) ; 
varz=xx(3) ; 
y=0 ; 
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aa = alfa*alfa ; 
bb = beta*beta ; 
ab = alfa*beta ; 
cvd(1) = 0 ; 
cvd(2) = varz ; 
for i=3:N 
   cvd(i) = aa*cvd(i-1) + (1+bb+2*ab)*varz ; 
end 
ccc=cvd; 
for ik = 1:N 
    a=ik; 
   i=TIME(ik)+1;  
   y=y+(RMSE(ik)-sqrt(cvd(ik)))^2 ; 
end 
 
 
 
rho_err.m 
% function rho_err.m 
% this function calculates the total quadratic difference between the required 
% correlation between different forecast errors, and the calculated ones. 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
function y=rho_err(cmatvect) 
global RMSE TIME N alfa beta varz rhomat var nrreg fhour 
i1=0 ; 
for i=1:nrreg 
   len1=nrreg-i+1 ; 
   i1=i1+len1 ; 
   cmat(i,i:nrreg)=cmatvect(i1-len1+1:i1) ; 
end 
for i=1:nrreg 
   for j=i+1:nrreg 
      cmat(j,i)=cmat(i,j) ; 
   end 
end 
rhotot=0 ; 
cmat2=cmat*cmat' ; 
for i=1:nrreg 
   for j=i:nrreg 
      cov(1)=0; 
      cov(2)=cmat2(i,j); 
      for k=3:fhour 
         cov(k)=alfa(i)*alfa(j)*cov(k-1)+ ... 
             cov(2)*(1+beta(i)*beta(j)+alfa(i)*beta(j)+alfa(j)*beta(i)) ; 
      end 
      rho = cov(fhour)/sqrt(var(i,fhour)*var(j,fhour)) ; 
      rhotot=rhotot + (rho-rhomat(i,j))*(rho-rhomat(i,j)) ; 
   end 
end 
y=rhotot ; 
 
 
 
UTCdata2num.m 
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% This function converts a date in UTC format (yyyymmddhhmm) into a serial date number. 
% I needed to write this function only because the fuction datenum() with a free format   
% in Matlab 7.0 Release 14 has a bug in it, and therefore sometimes outputs the incorrect serial date 
number. 
% 
% The argument (date) passed to this function may be a 12-digit integer or a 12-digit vector of 
integers. 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function[date] = UTCdate2num(date) 
 
% The final version. everything vectorized.  
S = int2str(date); 
date = datenum(str2num(S(:, 1:4)), str2num(S(:, 5:6)), str2num(S(:, 7:8)), str2num(S(:, 9:10)), 
str2num(S(:, 11:12)), 00); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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